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Foreword
Civitta has been at the forefront of
many transformational innovation
initiatives in Slovakia. From the
popular Startup Awards, first fully
regulated VC fund Neulogy Ventures to more recent landmark startup programs like Challenger and
HealthCare Lab, the team continues
to strengthen and enthusiastically
contribute to the entrepreneurial and
innovation culture of Slovakia.
While being accompanied by the
unfortunate circumstances of the
global pandemic, the beginning
of a new decade asks for a fresh
perspective on our local innovation
ecosystem’s status. Where does
the inspiration for this publication
come from? Out of appreciation for
the growing quality and ambitions of
Slovak founders, as well as increasing interest and support for open innovation initiatives from corporates
and universities. While all startups
used to fall into a single category,
whatever their focus or background,
today, we see that both startups and
innovation initiatives are starting
to take a more concrete and sector-specific character.
The formation of these communities may represent a turning point
and a tremendous opportunity for
the Slovak innovation ecosystem.
Sector-specific communities of
entrepreneurs, corporates, researchers can be better positioned
to retain and attract talent, create

meaningful linkages between startups, corporates, and universities, or
make the regional R & D base more
attractive and investable. They can
generate more tailor-made support
for entrepreneurs by aggregating
valuable sector-specific knowledge,
streamlining growth opportunities,
and engaging the local or regional
economies.
If well supported and nurtured,
sector-specific innovation communities can drive our regional economies‘ growth, competitiveness, and
attractiveness. This report puts five
emerging innovation communities to
the forefront of a wider discussion:
healthcare, climate resilience, fintech, digital & creative, and mobility.
Of course, our list is not exhaustive
and offers a slightly simplified overview, but the conversation must start
somewhere. We invite all readers
and innovation enthusiasts to join in
the discussion that this publication
will hopefully ignite.
Findings and arguments presented
in this report strongly rely on qualitative research and interviews
with various stakeholders from the
local innovation ecosystem. This
report owes much to the incredible
knowledge sharing and idea validation with Mary MacPherson from the
Slovak American Foundation.

CIVITTA TEAM
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Healthcare
growing between two cities:
Žilina and Martin
Fintech
based in the
country’s capital of
Bratislava
The presented concept of innovation
communities should not be confused
with the Knowledge and Innovation
Communities defined by the European Institute of Technology.

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER

Slovakia’s emerging
regional innovation
economies
In the previous decade, the Slovak
innovation ecosystem had improved
dramatically. The country has seen
an increase in the number of startups, investment funds, acceleration
programs, and business support
services. However, according to the
recently published European Innovation Scoreboard 2020, Slovakia’s innovation ecosystem’s performance
continues to trail behind other EU
member states. This comprehensive ranking looks at indicators like
SMEs introducing product or process

innovations, the share of Innovative
SMEs collaborating with others, public-private co-publications, or private
co-funding of public R & D expenditures. Slovakia ranks only in 21st
place with the status of a ‘moderate
innovator.’
With the beginning of a new decade,
it is important to discuss what can be
done to advance the local innovation
ecosystem. One might also want
to ask – where do we want to be in
2030? This report aims to advance

the Slovak innovation ecosystem’s vision and strategy by promoting
the most promising sectors and
areas of innovation in the country.
The report will map and analyze 5
emerging entrepreneurial & technology-driven communities – we will
call them innovation communities.
These innovation communities have
been studied through an extensive
interview process with over a hundred different stakeholders from
the ecosystem conducted by Civitta
and Slovak American Foundation. ↗

The report argues that sector-driven innovation communities can be
crucial in developing local & regional
innovation hotspots. These can materialize in both formal and informal
networks or institutions, but more
importantly, they can more effectively retain and attract talent, create
meaningful linkages between startups, corporates, and universities, or
make the regional R & D base more
attractive and investable. If adequately supported and nurtured, innovation communities can significantly
contribute to the economic growth
and competitiveness of specific regions or the country as a whole.
Our hypothesis reflects multiple
other studies that lay out frameworks for understanding technology
innovation ecosystems and how to
support their growth. There are many
interesting studies like The Rise of
Digital Challengers published by
McKinsey & Company in 2018, which
provides a diverse menu of tools for
innovation policymakers in the CEE
region. The study makes a strong

case for regions and cities, building
a reputation for supporting entrepreneurship, for example, by creating
opportunities and spaces where
entrepreneurs can interact with other
stakeholders. If a substantial mass of
startups, accelerators, researchers,
investors, and corporates meet,
exchange ideas, and cooperate, the
probability for creating more testing
grounds and sandboxes for new business models increases.
The study Boosting Tech Innovation
Ecosystems in Cities published by the
World Bank in 2017 also underlines
that connections and communities are key success factors for the
growth and sustainability of technology innovation ecosystems. The
presence and interaction between
technology communities in cities like
New York, Madrid, Berlin, or London
resulted in the creation of hundreds
of thousands of well-paid jobs and
massive spill-over effects for the surrounding geographic areas in terms of
economic growth competitiveness.
To drive more attention to these
innovation communities and their
sector-specific issues, a new outlook
of Slovakia’s innovation ecosystem is
offered, with the spotlight on these
innovation communities:

Mobility
localized in Western
Slovakia’s cities of Trnava,
Nitra, and Bratislava
Climate resilience
taking its roots in the
urban setting of the
capital city Bratislava
Digital & Creative
pioneered by the creative
communities in the city of
Košice
The framework presented in this
report provides a slightly simplified
overview of the innovation-driven
communities and sectors in Slovakia
and is by no means exhaustive – it
should be viewed as a starting point
for further discussion. Other sectors
have seen an increased interaction
between stakeholders and overlap
with the innovation ecosystem.
The report will have an introductory
chapter explaining the recent development of the innovation ecosystem
and its reasoning. The introductory
chapter develops the main argument,
providing a snapshot of the current
conditions. Five individual chapters
will follow, each focused on one of
the innovation communities.
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The power of
innovation ecosystems
Innovation ecosystems are complex networks
of stakeholders engaging in innovation-related activities. They include innovative
companies, co-working spaces, incubators,
accelerators, researchers, universities,
established corporates, venture capitalists, angel investors, policymakers and
government officials, consultancies, mentors, enthusiasts, and of course, entre-

THE SLOVAK CASE:
FIRST TWO DECADES

preneurs. The concept of innovation ecosystems argues that entrepreneurship and
innovation do not arise ‚in a vacuum‘ or
rely only on supply & demand relationships. Innovation results from direct and
indirect interactions among diverse stakeholders who benefit from their relative
proximity to each other and their diversity.

Each stakeholder plays a significant
role in creating value in the larger
ecosystem. Their mutual interaction
creates opportunities and processes
that help entrepreneurs and innovators build and launch solutions to
tackle real-world problems faster. In
turn, the innovation and entrepreneurial communities develop expertise
that contributes to the transition
towards the knowledge economy,
they create new jobs, diversify
the economy. A 2020 study From
Starting to Scaling How to foster
startup growth in Europe published
by Nesta concisely argues that policymakers must work hard to create
effective ecosystems where innovative startups can thrive and scale.
Consistency in support and funding
is instrumental even more during the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic as innovation-related activities can counteract the pandemic’s negative effects
on the European economy.

A city’s or region’s overall
outlook in supporting
entrepreneurs is incredibly
important in the process
of building powerful
innovation ecosystems.
Early-stage entrepreneurs
can rarely resolve
all their challenges
internally and require
vibrant and robust support
infrastructure around
them. Issues like the
availability of funding,
access to knowledge and
human capital, or barriers
to entering international
markets largely depend on
a startup’s surrounding
environment.

European context is very important.
According to Nesta’s study, highgrowth startups in Europe continue
to lag behind their American counterparts. The weaker ecosystems
lead to a lower number of startups
making It big and scaling up to
stable and successful companies.
The most prominent innovation
ecosystems remain to be in cities
like London, Paris, or Berlin. However, smaller cities like Tallin, Lisbon,
Amsterdam, or Helsinki can also
develop competitive and attractive
conditions for innovation and entrepreneurship.

To grow and mature, startups need
to interact with almost everyone in
the ecosystem, selecting relevant
partners, and turning in-kind and
financial investments into new technologies and products that impact
the way we all live, work, and play.
Their curiosity, energy, and innovative mindset, in turn, inspires a multitude of other stakeholders. From
lawyers, accountants, corporate
managers, policymakers, researchers, or activists, a lively entrepreneurship-driven ecosystem benefits
all in its proximity. Recognizing the
diversity and engaging different sta-
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keholders is, therefore, very important in developing strong innovation
ecosystems.
To achieve long-term sustainability
and competitiveness, innovation
ecosystems should graduate from
a generalist form and connect to the
local or regional industry & sectoral
base. In this way, individual ecosystems can establish a more resonant
reputation and deeper and more meaningful support mechanisms and
networks for startups. Additionally,
as different industries often require
specific scientific, technological, or
market expertise, more specialized
communities can accelerate startups in their respective fields faster.
The more geographically concentrated these sector-based communities
are, the better.
Therefore, it is time to reformulate
the ‚innovation formula‘ for Slovakia and emphasize initiatives that
support sector-specific communities. In this report, these emerging
Innovation Communities are not
defined as formal or physical clusters, but rather informal networks
of stakeholders and institutions that
are often connected through proximity. The innovation communities
analyzed in this report also vary in
maturity and distribution of stakeholders – some have a stronger startup base. In contrast, others have
really good institutional infrastructure, which could grow into a powerful
ecosystem if more interaction with
entrepreneurs is established.

In the early 1990s, as the Internet
boom took much of the world by
a storm, Slovakia was just beginning
its transition into a market economy.
The first wave of internet software
companies emerged in the country,
and along with them, now well-recognized technology companies like
ESET and Sygic came about. Nobody
called them startups in those days.
In Slovakia, the term startup was
still widely unknown.
It took some time before meaningful
synergies formed, and an innovation
ecosystem started to coalesce. At
first, a few business and innovation
centers popped up here and there
and started providing some basic
incubation services for aspiring
entrepreneurs. The very first startup
incubator InQB was set up by the
Slovak University of Technology back
in 2005. Serious mobilization around
startups and innovation intensified
only in the early 2010s.
A small community of innovation
enthusiasts and accomplished
entrepreneurs started organizing
events like Startup Weekends and

A small community of
innovation enthusiasts and
accomplished entrepreneurs
started organizing events
like Startup Weekends and
Startup Awards. In those
times, the first Slovak coworking spaces, Connect and
the SPOT, started bringing
innovative entrepreneurs
under their roofs and
assisting them with
accelerating their growth.
The first professional
startup support program
CEED Tech was established
back in 2011.

Startup Awards. In those times,
the first Slovak co-working spaces,
Connect and the SPOT, started
bringing innovative entrepreneurs
under their roofs and assisting them
with accelerating their growth. The
first professional startup support
program CEED Tech was established
back in 2011.

programs that aim to attract and
support women and young people to
pursue IT careers. Startup programs
like Uplift, Perry Talents, Primer, and
many others connected and promoted many ambitious startup projects.
Accessibility of such programs has
been pivotal in growing the innovation community in Slovakia.

Simultaneously, specialized venture
funds and angel investors began
to play a more active role in the
ecosystem. The first fully regulated venture capital fund, Neulogy
Ventures, was founded just six years
ago in 2014. The growth of promising Slovak startups was impeded
by the lack of access to seed-stage
investment and venture capital, as
well as the lack of flexible state funding for innovative companies and
competition for funds at the European level.

Although much of the uptake has
been in the past few years, the two
prior decades produced now globally known companies like ESET, Sygic, Pixel Federation, Vacuum Labs,
or Innovatrics. Several high-profile
multi-million exits were achieved
by Slovak founders, mainly in the
United States. Some great success
stories include companies like
Represent, Visicom, Mdot, Prizeo, or
Blue Vision Labs. These exits were
not widely publicized in Slovakia but
had an important impact on the local
startup community, setting out Slovak startup founders‘ example, making it big. The most recent case of
Sli.do’s acquisition by Cisco in 2020
presents a valuable success story of
a home-grown Slovak company with
a strong international presence.

In the last five years, more specialized educational programs, particularly in the IT sector and business
accelerators and networks, have
appeared. These include entrepreneurship and coding courses and
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Status Quo: Where are
we now?

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND IT EDUCATION
IS MORE ACCESSIBLE
The number of opportunities for
students and professionals to access
additional education has been gradually improving. From corporate initiatives that target university students
to specialized courses in coding and
entrepreneurship are now available.
Programs for those cover elements
of entrepreneurship, leadership, and
tech education like Butterfly Effect,
Grow with Google, Nexteria, and
others are now well established. Like

Evaluation of the Slovak innovation ecosystem’s current
status is challenging due to the continuing lack of data
and more consistent tracking of the number of startups
or investment deals. However, it is possible to make some
qualitative observations that indicate positive developments in the ecosystem.

STARTUPS ENJOY ACTIVE AND GOODQUALITY SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
Business incubators, acceleration
programs, or specialized consultancies aim to help innovative companies capture and commercialize their
ideas and talent. A wide variety of
such support mechanisms emerged
in Slovakia over the years with varied
success. Nowadays, startups more
easily access business acceleration

services, either through specialized
programs like Challenger, HealthCare Lab, or Elevator Lab. Universities
in Bratislava, Košice, and Žilina have
increased their efforts to provide
good quality and sustainable early-stage incubation services. What
is more, vibrant co-working spaces
like HubHub are now more acces-
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Aj TY v IT or Mini Tech MBA, support
programs work relentlessly to motivate more females to join the IT sector.
Besides specialized courses, more
energy and resources need to be
invested across all levels of education
to incorporate more entrepreneurship education into our educational
institutions‘ curricula. Bottom-up
initiatives like ikid, Rozbehni sa, or
Buducnost inak try to inspire both
younger students and professionals

to become more entrepreneurial. Of
course, an entrepreneurial mindset
needs to be nurtured by educational
institutions authentically and systematically to create a more significant
mass of potential entrepreneurs. The
experience with virtual formatting of
training & education due to Covid-19
might bring some crucial learnings
that could accelerate more widespread access to entrepreneurship
education in the years to come.

sible and sought after by startups
and freelancers. Despite much of the
support infrastructure is in the country’s capital, other cities, particularly
Košice, are catching up quickly with
initiatives like IT Valley, Technikom,
Eastcubator, or Medipark Košice.

Covid-19 pandemic will have lasting impact on the
formatting of startup and educational activities.
Virtual formats open up the opportunities to engage
more participants, as well as engage high-calibre
international experts.

Slovak startups benefit business acceleration services,
either through specialized programs like Challenger,
HealthCare Lab or Elevator Lab. Universities in
Bratislava, Košice and Žilina have increased their
efforts to provide good quality and sustainable earlystage incubation services.

IMPROVED ACCESS TO CAPITAL AND NETWORKS
The availability and ease of access
to capital are necessary for startups
to turn their ideas into business
models and scale them later. Historically, ‚bootstrappers‘ were behind
many successful companies in
Slovakia. Over the years, the availability of investment capital has been
growing steadily, and it now plays
a more active part in the success
stories of many Slovak businesses
in the country. Multiple VC funds,
supported by government or European funding, came into existence –
providing much necessary seed and
Series A round financing. Funds like
CB Investment Management, Zero
Gravity, Vision Ventures, Venture to
Future Fund, ZAKA Ventures, Neulogy Ventures, LRJ, or IPM have provided dozens of such investments
to Slovak founders. The support of

Slovak Investment Holding has been
an important factor in establishing
many of the existing venture funds in
Slovakia. SIH also actively invests in
Slovak startups and scaleups.
Where Slovakia is significantly
behind is the accessibility of angel capital. Only a handful of angel
investors actively invest in startup
projects on their own. Compared
to other countries and regions like
Nordic and Baltic countries, Slovakia’s Business Angels Network (BAN)
is mostly inactive and small. The
majority of angel investors are only
connected through a crowdfunding
platform Crowdberry that has closed
several investments since its establishment in 2015.
In terms of grant funding, state-dri-

ven opportunities for startups are
limited. There is some glimpse of
hope in terms of European funding – two companies MultiplexDX
and Sensoneo, have received the
competitive EIC Accelerator grant.
Sensoneo also became the first-ever
company to leverage a multi-million
equity investment from the European Innovation Council. Some 18
additional Slovak companies also
passed the evaluation threshold set
by EIC. However, due to high competition, these companies did not secure funding. These success stories
demonstrate that Slovak companies
can be competitive on the European
level. More government funding would help catch up with neighboring
countries like Poland and Hungary,
where startups enjoy generous
support.
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Unlocking innovation through
collaboration: The case for
supporting sector-driven
innovation communities

Nowadays, compared to ten years ago, Slovakia should be better
positioned to move in this direction
and direct more attention, support,
and funding towards communities of
entrepreneurs and innovators. The
community of entrepreneurs and

innovators developing new digital
healthcare solutions will likely face
different challenges than mechanical
engineers from the mobility sector.
Both groups need more tailor-made
support to thrive, may it be a better
regulatory environment, suitable
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public funding schemes, or more
collaboration with other stakeholders. Some innovation communities
function well more or less independently, while others lag due to being
disconnected from other stakeholders.

The case for supporting sector-driven innovation
communities by Jaroslav Leitmann

Automation and artificial intelligence
are changing the way people live and
work. From intelligent voice assistants, autonomous vehicles, deliveries done by drones to automated
factories in combination with sharing
economies, many human-intensive
tasks are becoming less time consuming or entirely replaced by advanced technologies. For countries with
a strong manufacturing base, these
changes may pose a significant challenge. OECD’s Policy Brief on the Future of Work reveals that Slovakia, of
all OECD countries, faces one of the
highest risks in terms of jobs potentially lost or changed due to automation and artificial intelligence. This is
not necessarily a doomsday scenario. Some jobs will be lost. New ones
will be created. The critical challenge coming with automation and any
structural changes in economies is

ensuring that the market adequately
reallocates and re-skills its human
resources and provides new stimuli
for growth.
A complex approach that brings academia, R & D institutions, technology startups, and industry together is
necessary to cultivate new knowledge-intensive opportunities for the
future economic growth of Slovakia’s individual regions and cities.
Supporting or building vibrant communities of innovators and entrepreneurs is a crucial component of
the process. If well supported and
nurtured, sector-specific innovation
communities can drive our regional
economies‘ growth, competitiveness, and attractiveness.
Sector-specific communities of

entrepreneurs can help retain and
attract talent, create meaningful
linkages between startups, corporates, and universities, or make the
regional R & D base more attractive and investable. They can also
facilitate more tailor-made support
for early-stage entrepreneurs by
aggregating valuable sector-specific knowledge, streamlining growth
opportunities, and engaging the
local or regional economies.↗
Supporting or building
vibrant communities
of innovators and
entrepreneurs is a crucial
component of the process.
If well supported and
nurtured, sector-specific
innovation communities
can drive our regional
economies‘ growth,
competitiveness, and
attractiveness.

INNOVATION COMMUNITIES HAVE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
Entrepreneurs and innovators often
represent a valuable link between
different stakeholders in innovation
ecosystems. They collaborate with
corporates and universities, helping
to break down long-existing silos
among the different organizations.
In doing so, entrepreneurs contribute to the clustering of academia,
startups, and industry. Nurturing an
environment where universities and
research institutions work closely
with industry and new technology
startups is vital for growing regional
innovation communities.

private research funding, where
industry and startups may benefit
from exposure to the best scientific
talent. The most immediate result of
such collaboration is new or improved technologies and products
developed in Slovakia. Additionally,
more collaboration can help aggregate more significant knowledge
and expertise base. In turn, these
elements can help attract the attention of policymakers, investors, and
international companies who will
prioritize Slovakia and its regions
over other markets.

Universities and researchers want
to conduct world-class research, and the industry is looking for
breakthrough commercial solutions.
Researchers may benefit from more
commercial-driven thinking and

The recently established Kempelen
Institute of Intelligent Technologies
provides a good case study of how
the different worlds of academia,
industry and startups can meet and
work jointly.

The recently established
Kempelen Institute of
Intelligent Technologies
provides a good case study
of how the different worlds
of academia, industry and
startups can meet and work
jointly.
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INNOVATION COMMUNITIES HELP ATTRACT
AND RETAIN TALENT
Like assembly lines, manufacturers
establish their R & D centers where
the best and most affordable talent
is located. Therefore, to capitalize on automation in countries like
Slovakia, more resources and effort
need to be dedicated to attracting
and retaining the best talent. Active
communities of innovators and entrepreneurs that are well connected
to other stakeholders can help train
local talent and attract professionals
from outside Slovakia.

Availability and highly skilled professionals are particularly important
in regional cities, often losing their
best people to the country’s capital
or other European cities. Therefore,
building powerful and sector-based innovation communities is
a stepping-stone in transitioning
from an economy that only assembles and ships to an economy that
develops innovative products and
services with high-added value.

MORE FUNDING AND SUPPORT FOR R&D
INSTITUTIONS
With less than 1% of GDP invested
in R & D annually, Slovak universities
and research institutions underfunding are among the most apparent
hindrances of the local innovation
ecosystem. The current state is not
only a consequence of negligence
from the government. When it comes to private funding, industry and
corporate players need to consider
investment into the local R & D
and education sector as a business
opportunity and an investment into
long-term competitiveness.

There has been some progress on
this front, with more specialized business acceleration programs where
startups interact with corporations.
However, corporations should be
motivated by the government to interact with the local R & D base. This
can be done by de-risking and co-financing testing, piloting, and prototyping activities between startups,
corporates, and R & D institutions.

→ CONCLUSION
The commitment to collaboration
with research institutions, startups,
and universities among large corporations is just the tip of the iceberg.
It must be preceded by an internal
change in the institutional culture
of both corporations and universities. The disconnection between
the worlds of research, industry,
and startups can be reconciled by
committing to more frequent collaboration and gradual clustering of
innovation-related activities.
In most cases, this does not hap-

pen overnight, and it is ok to start
small, with pilots that will help set
benchmarks for more systematic
solutions. From small-scale pilots
like hosting students working on
their theses, working on proofs of
concepts with industry and startups,
more opportunities for networking
and exchanging ideas, supporting
innovative startups, sponsorship of
doctoral programs, or collaboration
on international research projects,
there are plenty of formats for collaboration. The government should
focus on de-risking such collabora-

tion by providing flexible co-financing. Also, public initiatives should
not compete with well-functioning
private programs but rather reinforce and help multiply them.
The automobile sector in Slovakia
may be the most prominent and
pressing case to connect the dots.
However, a similar approach would
accelerate the growth and competitiveness of other sectors like healthcare, sustainability, or fintech.
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Košice as an innovation stronghold:
Comparative case study with Brno
and Tartu
Discussions about innovation potential often stay in
Slovakia’s capital Bratislava. Peter Kolesár (Civitta Slovakia)
and Mary MacPherson (Slovak American Foundation) rightly point
to Košice’s potential to become a regional innovation hub,
demonstrating its path follow on the examples of Brno and Estonian
Tartu.
In 2001, one of the largest foreign
investors in Brno Flextronics decided to close its Czech manufacturing
operation and laid off over 1,000
employees. This was a shock for
the local economy, but it triggered
a change in the economic paradigm
and jumpstarted the local innovation
ecosystem.
Brno is now known for a vibrant
startup scene, successful global
technology companies born there,
and R & D centers of large multinationals. Representatives of regions
from around Central Europe come
to Brno to learn about JIC – South
Moravian Innovation Center, a key to

Build on legacy and
strengths

Collaborative
universities

the Brno Region’s success. Small cities around CEE can become thriving
innovation hubs if they manage to
create ecosystems connecting local
stakeholders and fostering their global exposure and collaborations.
Another good example is Tartu, an
Estonian city with a population of
less than 100,000. Four years ago,
an idea was initiated by people from
nine different organizations who
decided to start the most extensive
technology festival in the Baltics.
The event – sTARTUp Day – has had
a substantial impact on the city:
first, it brings together local stakeholders - the city of Tartu, universi-

5 ingredients
to transform
Košice into
Slovakia’s next
innovation hub

ties, science parks, creative centers,
startup hubs, and corporates, each
one benefitting from the collaboration and contributing to the ecosystem. And second, it helps connect
Tartu to the world by bringing a diverse crowd of investors and innovators from around to globe to a small
city in Estonia every year.
Can the success of Brno or Tartu be
replicated in Slovakia? The answer
is yes, and the city of Košice is the
right candidate. So, what does it
take for Košice to become the next
innovation hub? We present 5 key
ingredients for Košice to succeed,
like Tartu or Brno.

Corporates
supporting the local
tech scene

Local and regional
government

Identity
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1. BUILD ON LEGACY AND STRENGTHS
Košice has a strong creative industry
cluster catalyzed by the European
Capital of Culture title in 2013 and
a related massive infrastructure development. Creative Industry Košice
(CIKE) as an organization has been
in the center of the transformation
and can play a pivotal role in Koši-

ce’s future as JIC has done for Brno.
Studies show why creative industries
and creative workers are good for
the economy. In Košice, the creative sector can bring added value to
more traditional Košice’s economy
sectors such as IT. Introducing the
creative perspective into a tech-

nical environment can generate
unique sparks of innovation – or put
it differently - employing a creative
professional can help innovation just
as much as employing a scientist (N.
Lee, A. Rodríguez-Pose: Creativity,
cities, and innovation (July 2013))

2. COLLABORATIVE UNIVERSITIES
Both Brno and Tartu have excellent
universities that attract talent from
afar. Košice’s major universities
should accelerate their efforts to join
forces and seek deeper and complementary collaboration. Three key
factors will enable the universities
to make a real impact on the local
innovation ecosystem:

— Universities should be seen not simply as vocational
institutions, training future employees of local IT firms.
Rather, they should focus on talent and skills to prepare
the workforce for the 21st century labour market.
— More systematic training and institutional support in
entrepreneurship and technology transfer should be provided to academics and researchers to enable innovations
to move from the lab to the market.
— More emphasis is needed on humanities and liberal
arts. The importance of these fields has been systematically downplayed, but trends and studies from more developed ecosystems suggest that liberal arts majors are the
tech industry’s future.
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3. CORPORATES SUPPORTING THE LOCAL
TECH SCENE
Large companies are responsible for
employing most of the local workforce. It should be in their interest
to have a vibrant local tech scene – attracting talent from abroad,
empowering universities, but also
benefiting from solutions developed
by local startups. Partnerships with
universities should be a long-term
investment into education through –
for instance – joint PhD programs,

not a short term source of new
employees. The maturity of a startup
ecosystem tends to correlate with
the quality of corporate jobs large
companies provide locally. Startups
themselves rarely employ a large
share of the workforce, but the more
startups and entrepreneurs we see
in a city, the more R & D centers and
high added value jobs the region
tends to attract.

4. IDENTITY
Košice has a strong identity and
„cultural code“ connected with
the industrial character of the city.
A new identity of Košice complements this as a cultural and creative
center. The city generates a vibrant
community of creatives, entrepreneurs, and innovators – what American
economist Richard Florida calls

a ‚creative class.‘ Strong events such
as Art & Tech Days – the Slovak
take on a legendary innovation and
creative festival SXSW taking place
in Austin, Texas – can be a change
maker for the local scene, putting
the city on the map of European tech
events and attracting innovators and
creative professions from abroad.

5. LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
The public sector plays a critical role
in all successful startup ecosystems,
from Tel Aviv to Helsinki, from Brno
to Tartu, for three main reasons.
First, mayors help define their cities‘
narrative – the more they associate
their city with innovation and „the
new economy,“ the more talent and
entrepreneurial activity they can
attract. Tartu is a good case in point,
being dubbed as „sTARTUp city.“ Se-

cond, a city can serve as a lab, providing data to researchers and entrepreneurs to support experiments
and pilots of new solutions and
technologies that improve citizens‘
lives. And third, a municipality can
provide practical support measures
to entrepreneurs and ecosystem
players in the form of small grants or
subsidized real estate for innovation
hubs and accelerators.

→ CONCLUSION
Creating a vibrant ecosystem requires collaboration and an active approach
of all stakeholders involved: entrepreneurs, investors, accelerators, corporates, universities, and governments. In Slovakia, the economic crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and impending structural changes due to AI
and automation should create a sense of urgency to react as Brno’s leaders
did to the panic caused by the departure of Flextronics.

Košice has been lagging
behind most of its CEE
counterparts in startup
rankings - but it has the
right ingredients to become
Slovakia’s next innovation
hub. Provided they are
cemented by a visionary,
collaborative, and
committed leadership that
realizes the urgency to act
and is ready to seize the
moment.

Košice as an innovation stronghold: Comparative case study with Brno and Tartu

Slovakia’s emerging
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There is an emerging healthcare cluster around academic
institutions in Žilina and Martin with a substantial
baseline of academic research in biomedicine and IT
that could serve as building blocks for potential
collaborations.

Emerging healthcare
innovation cluster in
Žilina region
The upcoming decade will bring
significant challenges but also
opportunities for Slovakia in
healthcare innovation. The Slovak
population has a very high
incidence of cardiovascular diseases
and cancers and a high mortality

rate. This puts enormous strain
on the healthcare system in terms
of workload and costs. The problem
will be exacerbated with the aging
population and lack of trained
medical staff projected to be in
the thousands in the next 10 years.

TURNING CHALLENGES INTO
INNOVATION DRIVERS
The urgency of challenges Slovakia
faces as a country creates room for
innovative technologies to improve the health outcomes of Slovak
patients and increase the efficiency
of diagnosis and treatment for healthcare providers. The real opportunity will be to create a favorable
environment for developing, validating, and commercializing innovative
healthcare products and services
in the highly regulated healthcare
market.
Examples of healthcare innovation clusters from other countries
illustrate that these clusters usually
emerge around knowledge centers
that create added value for patients,
focus on unmet medical needs, and
attract key local private stakeholders.
To date, collaborations are not very
systematic, yet major infrastructural

investments planned in the next five
years could accelerate clustering
and attract major private biotechnology and IT companies‘ attention.
Other emerging healthcare innovation initiatives around Slovakia could
benefit from a deeper engagement
with the Žilina region, as it will have
an advantage of pre-existing clustering and state of the art healthcare
infrastructure.
Additional private and public sector
initiatives should focus on unmet
clinical needs and acceleration of innovation growth through networking
and international expertise, rather
than compete for a few excellent research facilities. Universities and the
Ministry of Health should coordinate
networking and knowledge exchange to further cluster innovators with
a vision to transform and innovate the current healthcare system
across Slovakia.

LOCAL HEALTHCARE CHALLENGES CREATE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INNOVATION
According to the European Commission, Heart disease and stroke
account for 30-35% of all deaths in
Slovakia, followed by lung and colorectal cancer. The current healthcare
system is already strained due to inherent inefficiencies and administrative burdens. Moreover, The Slovak
Medical Chamber indicates that the
system may face a severe shortage of trained workers in 10 years if
significant educational reforms are
not implemented. By 2030, Slovak
healthcare could be short as many
as 3000 doctors and 9900 nurses to
meet patient needs.
An aging population will exacerbate
the problem in the upcoming decade. The number of people aged 65+

is projected to increase from 16%
to 21% by 2030 (Infostat). Such
demographic changes will put much
pressure on the healthcare system
and increase overall expenditure
since elderly patients require more
frequent medical attention and have
a higher incidence of more severe
diagnoses, including cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) and cancer.
Patients with CVDs or cancer can
live longer and better lives with
more timely and accurate diagnosis
or application of new technologies
that enable more accurate and even
remote patient management. Moreover, AI and machine learning software to augment medical decision- making during diagnosis or treatment is

becoming common nowadays, even
in Slovak hospitals. Such innovations could help offset an insufficient healthcare workforce since
novel technologies allow healthcare
workers to work more efficiently and
provide healthcare at lower costs
per patient.
Multiple global indicators and rankings emphasize the big potential of
Slovak biomedical research, STEM
graduates, and innovators to create
innovative solutions to the outlined
challenges. The question is how to
create a nurturing environment for
the complicated and highly regulated processes of healthcare innovation?
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STRONG ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS
FOCUSING ON HEALTHCARE INNOVATION
The region’s two universities, the
University of Žilina and Jessenius
Faculty of Comenius University
in Martin, have strong academic
research traditions. The University
of Žilina has extensive experience
in applied research and impact on
decision-making, mainly in transportation and mobility areas. Recently,
multiple faculties have realized
that this expertise and knowledge
can be transferred to other sectors
and have started to shift the focus
towards biomedical research due to
the greater impact of the field and
funding opportunities.
For example, the Žilina’s Faculty of
Management Science & Informatics
researchers have engaged in international collaborations in applied
HealthTech research and participate
in creating novel IT applications for
unmet clinical needs. The Faculty
has also recently launched a new

Master’s program in Biomedical
Informatics. The program’s goal is to
train engineers in developing systems and applications for healthcare
and equip them with knowledge in
biomedicine, data analytics, and bioinformatics. Although the program
has been accredited for just two years, it has attracted private stakeholders‘ attention and has great potential to generate young innovators.
The Jessenius Faculty of Medicine
in Martin is part of the Comenius
University and is one of Slovakia’s three medical faculties. The
Faculty has a long tradition of producing excellent clinical research and
establishing international research
collaborations. This year, the project to establish a national Biobank
for oncology and rare disease led
by the Jessenius Faculty has been
approved. They will be leading the
project with important stakeholders

OTHER EMERGING HEALTHCARE INNOVATION INITIATIVES
SHOULD SEEK SYNERGIES WITH THE REGION
as project partners, including the Ministry of Health, University of Žilina,
or Slovak Academy of Sciences.
Further, the local healthcare community was able to secure funding
to construct a new state-of-theart university hospital, which will
be built in the next five years. The
hospital will be closely connected
to the clinical research and teaching
facilities on Jessenius Faculty. The
project’s team aims to design the
hospital to facilitate continuous
piloting and integrating innovative
processes and cutting-edge technologies. New infrastructure could
provide pre-clinical validation and
testing opportunities for emerging
startups, spin-offs, or biomedical
companies. Therefore, the region
will be equipped with important infrastructure to form a strong innovation cluster.

Although the region has a strong
track record in academia and produces excellent research, it lacks
several elements that would make
it a potent healthcare innovation
cluster - greater long-term vision,
the attraction of innovators and startups, and facilitation of technology
transfer. Most of these gaps could be
filled through synergies with other
emerging innovation hotspots driven
by the private and public sectors.
An excellent example of a complementary hotspot is the HealthCare
Lab accelerator supported by Roche
Slovakia, a leading global biotechnology company. The local affiliate
of Roche sees huge potential in local
researchers and innovators‘ capabilities. Accordingly, they launched
a community-building initiative that
would connect, grow, and nurtu-

re the community of innovators,
researchers, healthcare providers,
and regulators to bring ground-breaking innovations in healthcare to the
market faster. The initiative attracts
the most promising HealthTech startups in the CEE region and provides
coaching, education, and mentoring
for the founders over a four-month
period.
The involvement of key private sector stakeholders could complement
the emerging cluster by providing
international expertise and network
necessary for accelerated commercialization of emerging technologies
and innovations in the region. On
top of valuable know-how, private
companies such as Roche Slovakia
can generate the long-term vision,
bring a perspective of future healthcare industry trends and focus on

patients and clinical needs, which
are often lacking in academic research healthcare innovation initiatives
driven by the public sector.
The private stakeholders with complementary resources will be attracted to the Žilina region by know-how
concentration, the potential for
clinical validation, networking, and
PR and marketing opportunities.
However, private healthcare companies are often deterred from collaboration with academic institutions
because of complicated bureaucracy
and unclear contact points at academic institutions. Therefore, regional
players should actively engage in
building networks with external
partners through conferences and
awareness-building activities.

THE EMERGING CLUSTER HAS GEOGRAPHIC ANCHORING
AND TRADITION OF COOPERATION
The academic institutions in Žilina
and Martin have established close
ties over the 60+ years of co-existence in the region. Although some
faculties and departments in Žilina
have only been established in the
last decades, cross-institutional
collaborations have been easily setup. A few key players in the region
fully utilize the geographical proximity and relatively small size of the
ecosystem and ensure continuity of
cross-institutional cooperation by
facilitating networking, organizing
conferences or workshops, or setting
up research project proposals.
The most recent example is a conference that focused on AI applications
in medicine and radiology organized
with the Jessenius faculty. Furthermore, both universities‘ research teams engage in joint research projects
in biomedicine and small-scale IT
applications for clinical practice.
The collaborations among the two

institutions and external stakeholders lack a more high-level and longterm vision. Although the faculties
have declared interest in their joint
long-term efforts, systematic coordination or commitment on the level
of directors has not been formalized. Nevertheless, the key players
in academia have developed strong
interpersonal relationships that
could serve as a nucleation point for
larger teamwork involving additional
stakeholders from the region.
The University of Žilina has a strong
history of working with the private
sector in the region since the 1990s.
The Faculty of Management Science & Informatics has formed 32 official partnerships with private companies alone. For example, Siemens
Healthineers and Stapro Slovakia,
innovative HealthTech companies,
are engaged in the Biomedical Informatics program’s practical education.
The partnerships are currently small
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scale and mostly focus on contract
research or research projects for
graduates and have not led to widespread innovation efforts. However,
the Faculty is developing an online
platform that would facilitate further
collaboration between academia
and the private sector on biomedical
research.
Jessenius Faculty has also been
active in building rapport with the
private sector. The university hospital clinicians are already piloting
an innovative radiology diagnostic
system provided by an international
biomedical company. The system
utilizes AI to help radiologists make
more accurate and timely decisions
in difficult cases. Moreover, local clinicians are engaged in designing and
piloting the innovative system and are
becoming national KOLs and ambassadors to integrate similar innovative
technologies into clinical practice.

An excellent example of a complementary hotspot is the HealthCare Lab accelerator
supported by Roche Slovakia, a leading global biotechnology company. The local
affiliate of Roche sees huge potential in local researchers and innovators‘
capabilities. Accordingly, they launched a community-building initiative that would
connect, grow, and nurture the community of innovators, researchers, healthcare
providers, and regulators to bring ground-breaking innovations in healthcare to the
market faster. The initiative attracts the most promising HealthTech startups in the
CEE region and provides coaching, education, and mentoring for the founders over
a four-month period.
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ŽILINA
MARTIN

Martina Antošová
Project coordinator for the
new University Hospital in
Martin, Slovakia
I have been involved with the local
healthcare innovation ecosystem for
a long time. I have always supported
visionary projects and pioneering
activities, including the National
Biobank project. Currently, I am
coordinating the project for the new
University Hospital in Martin.
Our vision is to have patient centricity and integration of state-of-theart technologies at the core of the

Siemens Healthineers,
Žilina
Tatra banka was founded in
1990 Siemens Healthineers is
a medtech leader with a 170 year
legacy of first-to-market technologies and product innovations.
The company is present in over
70 markets and employs almost
50,000 employees. Since 2011,
the company has been operating
its Development Centre in Slovakia, which is present in Bratislava,
Žilina, and Košice. The center
employer almost 300 people and
works on innovative software solutions for the healthcare industry.

Jessenius Faculty of
Medicine in Martin,
Comenius University
The Jessenius Faculty of Medicine
ranks among the best faculties
of Comenius University but also
among prominent institutions of
graduate medical education all
over the world. Besides educational, scientific, and research activities, therapeutic and preventive
care also belongs to its priorities.
It has theoretical, pre-clinical,
and clinical workplaces, but most
clinical teaching takes place at
Martin University Hospital.

University of Žilina in
Žilina
About 8,000 students are being
educated at seven faculties in 184
accredited fields of study in all
forms and degrees of university
studies in Žilina. During 65 years of its successful existence,
the university has become the
alma mater for more than 80,000
graduates, highly skilled professionals specializing in transport
and technical fields, management,
marketing, or humanities.

Jana Minariková
Co-founder and CEO of
Scienticore
Our vision at Scienticore is to build
a platform that enables scientific
data sharing between various stakeholders to accelerate breakthroughs in biomedical and HealthTech
research. We have decided to enter
Slovakia in June 2020, mainly thanks
to the HealthCare Lab accelerator’s opportunity.
We have been mainly focused on
talking to the local stakeholders in
the biomedical R & D during the past
few months. From our perspecti-

new University hospital design. The
hospital should integrate and enable
the piloting of applications built
around IoT, AI, VR, or robotics. We
are already in contact with multiple
private suppliers interested to provide their cutting-edge technologies,
such as Matador, Olympus, or Storz.
It should help physicians provide
excellent care and enable medical
students to familiarize themselves
with the cutting-edge technologies
and processes used in medicine.
We also hope that the new hospital
will help bridge the large gap between R & D and clinical practice, as this
is essential for the successful adoption of healthcare innovation. Researchers and innovators often lack
the expertise to identify the relevant
medical need for their inventions
and thus fail to commercialize their

ve, there is a huge opportunity for
healthcare innovation in Slovakia
in the next decade. We found an
awakening of innovation ecosystem
stakeholders and growing awareness of health data value and interest
to collaborate and exchange data
during our talks with stakeholders.
We see the biggest bottlenecks of
health data value chains and innovations are on the side of public health
authorities and hospitals, but Scienticore should be able to help the local emerging innovation ecosystem.
A good healthcare innovation cluster
should build on a state-of-the-art
university hospital with cutting-edge
clinical research, ready to exchange
data safely and ethically with innovators and integrate innovative technologies into their processes. However,
this is usually hard to achieve as
hospitals have rigid processes and
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healthcare innovations. We want to
provide opportunities and an environment for researchers, innovators,
and clinicians to work together from
the start of the invention to commercialization. We also want to educate
IT and business students or experts
about the opportunities for healthcare innovation and give them tools
for productive collaborations with
clinicians.
However, the local healthcare
ecosystem is small, and we need
to focus our resources and efforts.
The Biobank project will build a solid
ground for focus on medical needs in
oncology and rare disease. We should pilot collaborations with the private sector on a few small projects
in these areas and naturally attract
partners and customers based on
strong success stories.

authorities provide a weak legal framework and health data exchange
supervision.
The activities of Scienticore in Slovakia could address these challenges
and accelerate local breakthroughs
by coordinating the research and
exploratory activities with the emerging cluster, connect academic researchers and private stakeholders,
provide necessary tools and frameworks for data exchange or even
bring international collaborations to
the table. However, we need a good
healthcare domain focus based on
excellent local research, funding
opportunities, and interests of local
private biomedical companies.
Focus on oncology and rare disease
research could be a good stepping
stone for the Slovak healthcare innovation ecosystem.
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Daren Wilson
General Manager at Roche
Slovakia
Roche has a long-term commitment
to bringing global innovations to
the market that improve peoples‘
lives – from unique diagnostics to
innovative treatments that push
modern medicine boundaries. We
have innovation deeply rooted in our
company’s DNA, and we are aware
of the impact it has on people’s quality of life. As a global company,

Biohub SK, Bratislava
Biohub Slovakia is an incubator
program to support academia
and entrepreneurs turning ideas and innovations into scalable
products. The incubator is located
within the Bratislava Science Park
at the Comenius University and is
supported by the Slovak Ministry
of Health.

BRATISLAVA

Emerging healthcare innovation cluster in Žilina region

we see value in the local healthcare
innovation ecosystem. Slovakia is
full of bright minds and great talent
that can generate world-class innovations that help address the major
healthcare challenges.
Roche wants to be part of the driving
force and to lead and support local
ecosystem building. We started by
setting a wider vision of bringing
better outcomes to more patients,
faster. However, the challenges are
far too big for a single organization,
government, or startup to tackle on
their own. We need to take innovation outside our company boundaries and find reliable partners in the
local ecosystem. Therefore, we are
establishing valuable cooperations
with the startup community in he-

Institute for Research
and Development at
the Ministry of Health,
Bratislava
Institute of Research and Development (IRD) at the Ministry of
Health of the Slovak Republic is,
since its creation in November
2016, very active in setting, searching, evaluating, and networking
activities in biomedical and health
R & D in Slovakia, in line with
national and international needs.
The Institute has ambitions to support excellent basic and applied
R & D, innovations, and technology transfer in health, particularly
in the biomedical area.

althcare through initiatives such as
HealthCare Lab.
We can provide unique know-how,
business expertise, and networking
opportunities in the healthcare industry. This community can simultaneously inspire us with exciting
technological solutions that deserve
our attention and support us in our
transformation towards a more agile
and purpose-driven organization. We
believe that through meaningful and
mutually beneficial collaborations
with the innovators, we can significantly impact local healthcare in the
upcoming decade.

David Balla
Director of DRG at Ministry
of Health of the Slovak
Republic
My main responsibility at the Ministry
of Health is to enable full implementation of a working Diagnosis-related
group (DRG) system by 2022. The
DRG should be a fair, transparent,
and objective system for reimbursement of healthcare providers‘ services and highly favor the adoption of
innovation into healthcare.

Roche Slovakia,
Bratislava
Roche is the world’s largest biotech company, with truly differentiated medicines in oncology,
immunology, infectious diseases,
ophthalmology, and the central
nervous system’s diseases. Roche
is also the world leader in in vitro
diagnostics and tissue-based
cancer diagnostics and a frontrunner in diabetes management.
The Roche Group, headquartered
in Basel, Switzerland, is active
in over 100 countries and 2017
employed about 94,000 people
worldwide. In Slovakia, Roche
initiated the very first digital health-focused acceleration program
HealthCare Lab which concluded
its first batch in November 2020.

Dr. Ivica Kvietiková
Institute of Research
and Development at the
Ministry of Health,
Slovakia
Our institute plays a major role in
lobbying for a legislative framework
that fosters healthcare innovation
based on applied biomedical research rooted in Slovakia. Our vision is
to support technology transfer and
commercialization of Slovak biome-
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Data sharing and healthcare provision
registry management at the public
authorities is a potential bottleneck
for the emerging healthcare innovation cluster. We are gradually working
on addressing the gaps and inefficiencies. For example, we have built
a transparent platform for sharing healthcare provision data, www.vzsr.sk.
Innovators, private stakeholders, or
the general public can access anonymized annual data on provided healthcare based on age, gender, specific
diagnostic groups, and estimates of
healthcare costs. We hope this will
help stakeholders to identify gaps
and opportunities for innovation. For
example, it could help them identify
trends in disease groups that require
more focus on timely diagnosis to
avoid costly treatment procedures.

An essential aspect of potential clustered collaboration around innovation
will be the coordination of experts
from academia and the healthcare
industry. Slovakia is small, and we
have a few high-quality and visionary
experts who can evaluate the needs
and potential of technologies. We
have started to cluster such experts at the Ministry into the domain
„hubs,“ such as AI Hub or Telemedicine hub. These hubs‘ role is to advise
the Ministry in identifying problem
areas with real medical needs, scout
technologies, and shortlist the best
approaches to adaptation of innovation among providers. The expert
„hubs“ could help the emerging
cluster find domain focus and scout
relevant partners.

dical R & D, coordinate knowledge
sharing, and create networking
opportunities. To achieve this, we
have established Biohub SK, a life
science incubator that supports
academia and entrepreneurs turning
ideas and innovations into scalable
products. We have successfully built
up a network of excellent international business and IP professionals
ready to help the Slovak healthcare
innovation ecosystem.

could help establish strong and fair
collaborations between the sectors
and support the innovators with IP
services and education.

For proper acceleration of innovation
and growth of a local ecosystem,
we need to close the gap between
researchers and IT and business
professionals and foster the collaboration between these sectors.
Our role in the emerging cluster

Patient safety and ethics are huge
factors hindering the adoption of
innovation in the highly regulated
healthcare market. Many innovators
fail to comply with strict regulations
or lack the expertise and network to
achieve reimbursement of their procedures, even when the added value
for patients is high. Our institute has
a strong position in the ecosystem,
and we could support the emerging
cluster in facilitating interactions
with the State Institute for Drug
Control (SUKL), the local authority
responsible for market approvals.
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SLOVAKIA’S LEADING HEALTHCARE
STARTUPS

CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS

Healthclip

Scienticore

S-Case

founded: 2019

founded: 2019

founded: 2019

Healthclip is an independent eHealth platform that serves patients
worldwide, regardless of established
insurance and governmental systems. The platform empowers users
to create and manage their medical
history on the cloud and translate it
into any language.

ScientiCore matches data producers
to data consumers in Life Sciences and enables them to sell/buy
R & D data under conditions that
both parties prefer. The platform
provides potential Data Consumers
insights where knowledge and data
can be found. At the same time, the
platform advises Data Producers on
financial models to monetize their
assets.

Scase is a portable, point-of-care
device that combines smart sensors
with a digital patient database and
intelligent questionnaires. At the
same time, it enables the sending
and displaying of patient health data
to the mobile and desktop telehealth
Scase platform, to which the medical personnel, patient, and relatives
have access.

Interestingsamples

STEMI Global

Glycanostics

founded: 2018

founded: 2017

founded: 2017

STEMI Global is a Slovak HealthTech
company developing innovative
digital communication solutions
for healthcare providers. The core
product, STEMI, is an award-winning
communication technology that enables a close integration between the
emergency medical service (EMS)
teams, doctors, and local hospitals,
turning them into a virtual team
using only smartphones and desktop
PCs. It empowers paramedics to
make more accurate decisions and
enable timely treatment, saving minutes, and saving lives.

The mission of Glycanostics is to
establish glycan-based, accurate, affordable, and non-invasive tests for
cancer diagnostics in the early stages, which could save thousands of
people’s lives and prevent unnecessary treatment. The analysis makes
the diagnosis of glycan changes on
specific proteins like a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) in a non-invasive
way, i.e., directly in human serum.

MultiplexDX

Powerful Medical

Hilbi

founded: 2015

founded: 2017

founded: 2014

The mission of MultiplexDX is to
eliminate cancer misdiagnosis by
creating reliable, 100% accurate,
quantitative, and affordable diagnostic tests. MDX’s IP-protected
solutions combine visualization and
sequencing technologies to quantify
7 or more cancer markers to give
each diagnosis a specific „barcode,“
which will indicate the cancer type
and the duration of personalized
treatment for that cancer.

Powerful Medical is a deep-tech
company that tackles the most
challenging opportunities for modern
medicine and creates a superior
patient experience. They empower
doctors with expertise from millions
of previous cases to give patients the
most reliable diagnosis and treatment using AI and ML algorithms.

Hilbi is artificial intelligence (AI)-enhanced, a decentralized communication platform that can facilitate
instant payments. The core solution
is an application designed as a communication platform meeting patients‘ and physicians‘ real needs in
treatment processes and prevention.
It safely stores and enriches health
data enabling detection of early disease symptoms and comprehensive
patient health images.

Interestingsamples organize virtual
clinical trials - tests of medicines
and diagnostic methods conducted
from the participant’s home’s comfort. Interestingsamples covers
a wide range of services that take
many practical hurdles of research
participant recruitment away from
the research teams, such as ethical approvals, training or sampling
management
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→ MEMBERS OF EMERGING CLUSTERS
SHOULD BE UNITED UNDER
A JOINT VISION TO SPUR HEALTHY
COMPETITION

→ UNIVERSITIES SHOULD ELEVATE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION AS
A CORE CURRICULUM

The healthcare innovation ecosystem in Slovakia is relatively small, with very few key institutions and individuals playing vital roles in enabling innovation. Multiple
emerging healthcare innovation hotspots would compete for the limited excellent research capacities and
create fragmented healthcare innovation value chains.
Therefore, emerging Innovation Communities should
become more aware of and seek opportunities outside
their immediate partnerships. They could find a unique
positioning in the value chain and seek synergies between each other under a joint vision to improve the healthcare system, rather than directly compete for space in
the ecosystem.

One way to support the accurate identification of needs
in the early stages of innovation is to foster collaborations between clinicians and IT and business professionals. It can be challenging for researchers to do this independently as they are overwhelmed with bureaucracy
and fundraising, leaving them minimal time to attend to
building cross-sectoral relationships. Tools, skills, and
opportunities should be directed to IT and business professionals to work with clinicians and researchers.

→ THE STATE MUST BECOME MORE
INVOLVED IN DRIVING HEALTHCARE
INNOVATION AS THE PRIMARY
STAKEHOLDER

→ HEALTHCARE INNOVATION
STAKEHOLDERS SHOULD PROACTIVELY
BUILD ONGOING RELATIONSHIPS

The state is the main payer and beneficiary of healthcare innovation. The state can support the healthcare
cluster by empowering existing expert groups, establishing a visionary set of innovation priorities for providers, and supporting basic funding schemes for healthcare innovation with transparent and fair sponsorship
opportunities for private partners. Moreover, the state
should be more involved in prioritizing innovation areas
and selecting technologies based on merit, as evaluated
by the expert groups. It is in the best interest of statutory healthcare to prioritize innovation with impact on
patients and on quality and cost-efficiency of care, and
state authorities should lead the way.

Attempts to spark cross-sectoral collaborations often
fail on an interpersonal rather than professional level.
The regional stakeholders should create networking
opportunities and attract other innovators, including researchers, entrepreneurs, legislators, and investors, and
focus on building strong links. Therefore, one of the key
aspects and first steps of cluster development should
be networking and relationship building activities, such
as meetups, workshops, seminars, or joint conferences.

→ EXPLORE CLUSTER FOCUS ON
A SPECIFIC HEALTHCARE DOMAIN
FOR PILOTING ACTIVITIES
Although having a goal of contributing to improved
healthcare and saving lives is fundamental, the nascent
cluster will have limited resources and needs to find
a niche and specific domain of focus in the next decade.
Ideally, the stakeholders should initiate and pilot a few
small-scale projects and see what works. For example,
the Biobank project offers a great opportunity to focus
on oncology and rare disease research and innovation.
Private biomedical companies in Slovakia could contribute to the low-risk and high-gain pilots.
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A WAVE OF DISRUPTION ACROSS THE
FINTECH LANDSCAPE
The traditionally conservative financial sector has undergone many
dramatic changes in the last decade,
but the revolution has yet to arrive.
An industry that used to be characterized by a few dominant players is
being shaken up by open banking,
cryptocurrencies, digital-only banks,
blockchain, and other tech-related
ventures.
Early fintech startups as PayPal and
Bitcoin left a significant mark on the
fintech landscape, while the impact

A maturing fintech
community in Slovakia
The global financial sector
is undergoing a significant
transformation. The industry that
was traditionally known as an
oligopoly of just a few companies
has been challenged by newcomers
aiming to disrupt them. Regulators,

especially in the EU, supported
the sector’s transformation with
new legislation that eases market
entry barriers. Yet, bringing real
innovation into the financial world
remains a daunting challenge that
very few can do alone.

Elevator Lab.
Public institutions have shown interest in supporting fintech innovators,
but these efforts are often not balanced with adequate resources. If Slovakia wants to narrow the gap with
countries like the UK, France, Lithuania, or Estonia, it will need to take
several steps to support the growing
fintech Innovation Community in
Slovakia. While most critical banking
institutions have their headquarters
in Bratislava, there is a real opportunity for linkage with other cities – for
instance, Košice, where much of
Slovakia’s IT talent resides.
Building a fintech startup is a challen-

Startups are not the only ones that
would like to ride on the wave of
fintech transformation. Financial
institutions have now taken up the
mantra of “Innovate or Die” that has
driven tech companies for years.
These companies are launching new
initiatives to cooperate with startups

or develop new ideas on their own.
Many institutions claim to disrupt
themselves. Regardless of the market shift, fintech remains a highly
regulated industry. While more flexible, startups often lack the necessary resources and data needed to
test their solutions in an operational
environment. These circumstances create a vital demand for more
collaboration between emerging and
established players.

Bratislava is home to most banking, insurance, and
financial institutions in the country. Building on great
local IT talent, a well-supported and connected fintech
community can replicate other financial hubs‘ success.

RAPID ADOPTER BUT SLOWER TO INNOVATE
While Slovakia has been perceived
as a rapid adopter of new fintech
solutions, it is still far away from
other booming fintech hubs like
Warsaw, Vilnius, or London. One of
the key reasons for this is the lack
of a more robust ecosystem around
fintech. Slovak banks, most of which
are branches of international mother
companies, are only gradually opening and becoming technologically
ready to collaborate with the external
world of startups and entrepreneurs. However, some banks like Tatra
banka have embraced innovation
as a key differentiator and competitive advantage, paving the way
with flagship startup programs like

of others such as Stripe and Chime is
just being realized. Revolut, the UK
based digital bank, has reached 12
million users in only five years since
its establishment.

ging journey, and new ventures need
to think globally and quickly move to
the international market to survive
and thrive. Therefore, the fintech
Innovation Community will require
more projects like technical sandboxes, where startups can develop
new solutions in direct collaboration
with banks. And most of all, members
of the fintech community will need
to establish stronger ties with each
other that will allow them to pull in
the same direction.
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EC REGULATORY SHIFT THAT ENABLED
CHANGE
While regulations are often known to
be one of the most significant innovation barriers, the EU had the vision
to turn them into a change catalyst.
In October 2015, the European
Commission issued a new directive,
the Payment Services Directive 2
(PSD2), intended to open the banking sector. Until the implementation of PSD2, third party integrators
faced multiple obstacles accessing
consumer data from banks.
The goal of the directive goal was
to increase competition by attracting new players and supporting
the development of new services

by established actors. In the end,
consumers would be the primary
winners through increased competition, satisfaction, experience, and
security. Yet even though the new
directive is lifting some of the legal
burdens, financial sector legislation
remains complex and often complicated.
The critics of PSD2 say that it missed
the mark, and competition is still
stifled by the regulations. Each
member state was responsible for
implementing the directive in their
country, and some governments
dealt with it more successfully than

SLOVAKIA IS A FAST ADOPTER
Slovakia is internationally perceived
as a rapid adopter of fintech solutions on several fronts. In comparison to other EU countries, Slovakia
ranked above average in contactless
payments (in 2014, it was 64%
in Slovakia vs. an average of 15%
across the EU), and almost 85 % of
Slovakia’s population has an account
in a financial institution.
Slovakia is recognized as a good
testing ground for new financial solutions, and many banks frequently
use Slovakia’s competitive environment to test or pilot experimental
projects on a smaller scale.
In the last few years, it has become
clear that Slovaks are more than
capable innovators. Tatra banka
(Raiffeisen) was recognized as the
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others. The same can be said on
the micro-level. To successfully
implement PSD2 and accelerate
newcomers‘ potential, banks had to
prepare their systems for the transformation that required significant
efforts and resources, and some
banks are technologically still not
ready to open up.

Rather than being a pioneer
of new solutions, Slovakia
is recognized as a good
testing ground for financial
solutions. Most of the
banks in Slovakia are
branches with headquarters
abroad that often utilize
Slovak competitive
environment to test
experimental projects on
a smaller scale.

most innovative digital bank in the
CEE region, and Poštová Banka has
successfully launched its challenger
bank – 365.bank.
It is not just banks that aim to move
the boundaries of the fintech sector
from Slovakia. Vacuumlabs became
a trusted partner developing software and technological solutions for
global players in the financial world.
The company has also launched
some ground-breaking ventures of
its own – like the US digital bank
designed explicitly for the LGBT+
community. Payout became the only
Slovak company that received the
license for payment services under
the PSD2. Yet, Slovakia still waits
for a truly global success story in
fintech.
Slovakia is recognized as a good testing ground for
new financial solutions, and many banks frequently use
Slovakia’s competitive environment to test or pilot
experimental projects on a smaller scale.

In such a regulated financial sector,
startups often depend on effective
public institutions and collaboration
with large financial institutions. National Bank of Slovakia (NBS) reacted quickly to the European Commission’s request and implemented the
PSD2 directive, and the same can be
said about the Ministry of Finance.

their intention to support innovation,
resources are insufficient. Because
of a lack of funds, governmental
bodies cannot effectively support
the financial sector’s transformation. Some banks and insurance
companies have stepped up to drive
the growth of the fintech innovation
community.

Both institutions went the extra
mile and launched their initiatives
to support the fintech innovation
community. Fintech Hub by NBS was
created to simplify the regulatory
jungle for startups. The Ministry of
Finance runs its Center for Financial
Innovation to identify barriers that
slow down or impede innovation.
While public institutions express

Tatra banka regularly organizes
acceleration activities, hackathons,
events and collaborates with startups operating in the sector. However, such initiatives are often isolated and do not lead to closer ties in
the ecosystem. The Slovak Fintech
Association has been trying to unite
the fintech community and create
the bedrock for future fintech uni-

corns. The Association also strives
to facilitate a wider discussion with
governmental and non-governmental institutions to identify meaningful
steps that could support the growth
and uptake of early-stage fintech
ventures in Slovakia.
The fintech sector is almost solely
concentrated around the capital
city, Bratislava, which is positive for
ecosystem building, but the sector
lacks access to specialized venture
capital and investors. Furthermore,
the absence of technological sandboxes that accelerate the validation
of new ideas against the backdrop
of a highly regulated environment
slows down innovation and sector
growth.
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Vacuumlabs
Vacuumlabs provides teams of
flexible software engineers and
product designers with years of
experience building fintech, online
marketplaces and digital products. Since 2012, the company
worked with more than 60 clients
from around the world.

Národná banka
Slovenska (NBS)
NBS is the central bank of the Slovak Republic. The primary objective of Národná banka Slovenska is
to maintain price stability.

A fully digital bank started as
a spin-STU is the best technical
university in Slovakia. According
to the Slovak higher education
ranking scheme prepared by
ARRA, STU has been the best university in chemicals technologies,
computer, and technical sciences
in the long term.

Tatra banka
Tatra banka was founded in 1990
and since then, it has won more
than 130 awards granted by 30
awarding authorities. The renowned magazine Global Finance
awarded Tatra banka with the
prestigious award of the Best Digital Bank in Slovakia and the Most
Innovative Digital Bank in CEE.

A fully digital bank started as
a spin-off project of Postova banka in 2018.

Booster Labs is a product innovation consultancy focused on
financial services.

Elevator Lab
Tatra banka is part of Raiffeisen
Bank International’s Elevator Lab
Partnership Program – the largest
corporate fintech program in CEE.

Slovak Banking
Association

365.bank

Booster Lab

Slovak Technical
University (STU)

EIT Digital
EIT Digital is a leading European
digital innovation and entrepreneurial education organization driving Europe’s digital transformation. Its way of working embodies
the future of innovation through
a pan-European ecosystem of
over 200 top European corporations, SMEs, startups, universities,
and research institutes, where
students, researchers, engineers,
business developers, and entrepreneurs collaborate in an open
innovation setting. One of EIT
Digital’s pillars is Digital Finance.
The organization has been present
in Slovakia since 2017 through its
partnership with CIVITTA.

The Slovak Banking Association is
a leading financial association and
the only association representing
the interest of banks in Slovakia.
The SBA has 29 members (25
banks) and represents 100%
of assets of the Slovak banking
sector.

Other: Ministry of
Finance, CSOB Bank,
Slovenska Sporitelna,
VUB Bank, Raiffeisen
Card Processing Center
Slovak Fintech
Association
The Slovak FinTech Association
was founded in 2018. The main
goal of the association is to create
a platform for effective communication between entities doing
business in the field of FinTech
technologies and regulators,
users, professionals, and the general public.
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unpreparedness of banks.

Marcel Klimo
Tech Evangelist at
Vacuumlabs
The Slovak market is small and currently focused primarily on solution
testing. The main ambition for the
fintech community in Slovakia would
be to export fintech services to
other countries. Today, Slovakia still
waits for a strong success story or
a successful integration. The most
significant barriers right now are
heavy regulations and the technical

The public sector does not provide
sufficient resources to support the
ecosystem as needed, but corporates‘ more ambitious approach
could fill these gaps. Some banks in
Slovakia are already opening up, and
it’s not just banks. We see that, for
instance, telcos are getting closer to
financial services.
I believe that the full digitalization of
the fintech sector is inevitable. We
can notice it all around, and banks
are some of the most threatened
institutions on the market as many
of their processes and services are
outdated. The fintech ecosystem needs a strong bedrock for the startups
to grow from. The emerging compa-

those of the mother company. It was
a complicated and expensive process, and banks are still struggling
with it.
Michal Satur
Head of R&D at Tatrabanka
PSD2 directive’s main goal was to
democratize the financial market
and open it for new players, but its
influence has been so far limited.
One of the critical problems was that
NBS had implemented it too soon.
Also, Slovak branches of banks had
to develop their own technical and
regulatory standards (RTS), which
were, in most cases, different than

nies should receive more substantial
guidance, have better access to
technology sandboxes, and benefit
from specialized risk capital.
One of the best examples of what
could help the Slovak ecosystem
can be found in the UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority. The organization
was one of the critical elements of
what is now one of the world’s most
robust fintech ecosystems.

The unresolved issues still slow
down potential collaboration between banks and third parties. The current market setup creates a threat
that the current situation will result
in fewer players and strengthening
of the oligopoly scenario.
In the last decade, Tatra banka has
been positioned as an innovative
regional banking leader, and we
brought several new services to the
Slovak market. The bank also aims
to support the ecosystem through
collaboration initiatives, hackathons,
acceleration activities, or fintech

Juraj Králik
COO at Slovak Fintech
Association
From my personal experience, I can
see that the Slovak fintech ecosystem still falls behind Europe’s rest.
Slovak startups still face a rigid regulatory environment, and they lack
the necessary support to validate
and scale their solutions.
The implementation of PSD2 was
not a smooth process for regulators,
neither for banks. Furthermore,

events. Yet, when it comes to implementing new solutions, we don’t
choose based on their origin. Slovakia is still a small market, and most
large players only test their solutions
here.
Slovak startups need to find a way
to succeed on the global level. We
still wait for a strong success story.
We can see that regulatory bodies
like NBS and the Ministry of Finance
are willing to support the fintech
community, but they often lack the
necessary resources. If anything,
consumers live in comfortable times.
They have access to a wide variety
of financial services and products,
and they will only benefit from more
competition in the fintech sector.

Jana Hmirova
CEO at Payout
Building a fintech startup can be
compared with building an R & D
company. The costs in the early stage, before any validation with users
can be done, are extremely high. It
takes at least 12 months before the
startup receives the banking license
and the next 12 months of negotiations with corporate partners to
agree on some terms.

Slovakia still misses a stable support infrastructure for startups and
specialized financial capital. Baltic
countries‘ example shows that even
small nations can become hubs for
innovative companies with global
success.
My vision for 2030 would be to have
more competitive solutions developed in Slovakia, resulting from
higher openness to collaboration,
new investment capital, and the
creation of a one-stop-shop aggregator. The aggregator’s goal should
be to serve as a „one-stop-shop“
for startups to access relevant data
points in Slovakia. In the Slovak
Fintech Association, we aim to solve
a few of these problems. We aim
to create a technological sandbox

wIn Slovakia, the situation is even
more complicated as we have very
few bank headquarters and startups
that want to collaborate with any
bank has to go through several gates
before it can strike a deal.
While some investors are willing to
back-up fintech companies, there is
still a lack of sufficient specialized
capital. Slovak investors are often
risk-averse, and it is not easy to raise
money without any validation and
traction.
If any startup wants to be successful, it must think globally. Slovak
market is too small to cover the
costs required to build a fintech startup. The regulations in Slovakia are
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that will allow startups to conduct
proof-of-concept experiments and
test them. Furthermore, our goal is
to give startups relevant guidance
and support. However, the challenge
is not just at the national level.
EU is still a fragmented market, and
each country has its regulations
and rules in the financial sector.
Europe’s fintech ecosystem would benefit from a genuinely single
market approach where startups
would have access to all EU citizens
without extra hustle.

still quite stiff, and it can be difficult
for an early-stage company to get
a handle of them. Furthermore, from
our point of view, the user literacy
about fintech possibilities in Slovakia is limited. We had to switch from
B2C to B2B model as users are not
used to new solutions in the financial sector – unless an established
player offers them.
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SLOVAKIA’S LEADING FINTECH STARTUPS

CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS

Payout

Finax

Zlty melon

founded: 2016

founded: 2017

founded: 2012

Finax brings a revolution in investing
to the CEE market. It offers anyone to join and invest in a variety of
stocks, ETFs, as well as assistance
in portfolio management.

Žltý melón is the first Czech-Slovak
portal connecting people who need
to borrow money with those who
want to invest. Loans on Žltý melón
are more accessible, and investing is
more profitable than with traditional
banks.

Payout is a certified payment institution created to fulfill the highest
expectations of all e-commerce
clients. Our payment solution focuses on quick and hassle-free transaction processing, a high level of
compliance, and increased sales.

Keepi.sk

Datamolino

Papaya Pos

founded: 2013

founded: 2017

founded: 2017

Datamolino offers automated,
real-time bookkeeping. Datamolino provides accounting firms with
light tools for heavy work, tools that
enable them to do their business
comfortably, reduce ineffective processes, and increase the impact of
their work on their clients‘ business
decisions.

POS service software that is very
easily integrateable with mobile
phones or tablets. Many local
restaurants or smaller shops use the
software to process payments from
their customers.

Hypomo

Archiles

Besteron

founded: 2015

founded: 2017

founded: 2014

Keepi is a user-friendly online tool
enabling full management of the
company’s accounting. The company
is serving some 9,000 customers.

Hypomo is a mortgage broker company that is transforming Brokers‘
very business model as you know
it. Hypomo is also one of the very
first Cross Border Online mortgage
brokers

Viamo
founded: 2013
Viamo is a locally established
startup that offers simplified peer
to peer payments. The app can also
be used to make quick payments to
certain vendors and businesses.

Archiles is a platform, which automates the processing of accounting
and the company’s documents. It
offers digitization, document upload, data extraction, categorization,
general ledger numbers add-on,
approval workflow, data export into
accounting or ERP system. Invoice payment system and cash flow
analyses.
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Besteron offers money transfer tools
that enable simple online payments
and also offer its own POS terminals.

The fintech community in Slovakia benefits greatly
from the level of effort and enthusiasm of its members.
Slovakia has a strong potential to turn the fintech ecosystem into a real driver of economic growth. However,
achieving that vision requires a unified and substantial
commitment from multiple stakeholders.

→ PUBLIC AUTHORITIES NEED TO
STEP UP THE GAME

→ UNITE BEHIND THE SAME GOAL

On the positive side, governmental institutions showed
various efforts to implement PSD2 and help with fintech innovations. Yet, more financial support is needed.
Related is whether the current regulatory structure is
positioned to optimize opportunities or whether new
structures should be considered. As seen in the UK
case, a separate institution with a clear goal to support
innovation in the financial sector can lead to outstanding
results.

Activities in the fintech community happen quite independently. Members of the ecosystem need to develop
stronger ties that will allow them to pull in the same
direction. More collaboration between initiatives and
projects should be welcomed. It could benefit all stakeholders and send a more unified signal to policymakers
about this innovation community’s growing potential.

→ SUPPORT IS NEEDED FOR
INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

→ BANKS MUST PREPARE FOR THE
TRANSFORMATION

Building a fintech startup is an expensive endeavor.
Startups often need at least 1-2 years of development to
reach the validation phase, mostly just a beginning. New
ventures need to think globally and get to the international market fast to sustain themselves. Furthermore, the
EU market is still quite diverse and challenging. Startups
from such a small market as Slovakia will need more
market knowledge and mentorship to overcome initial
barriers and build new networks.

PSD2 caught most of the banks unprepared. Financial
institutions are not technologically ready to utilize the
potential of collaboration with third parties. Advancing
the innovation and entrepreneurial mindset among bank
employees is also crucial. Financial institutions will need
to prepare for challenges that lie ahead and change their
processes and structure.

→ CREATING THE BEDROCK FOR
STARTUPS
Slovakia will need to create an environment from which
startups can grow organically. New ventures must have
access to specialized venture capitalists that are willing
to take a risk and provide some initial guidance. One of
the critical components for the fintech community will
be the accessibility of a technological sandbox that will
help startups validate their ideas.
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NEW MOBILITY TRENDS CREATE AND OPENING
FOR TRANSFORMATION

Diversifying the automotive
industry to the mobility
sector
Slovakia is the world leader
in terms of cars produced per
capita, but R & D and innovation
activities within the automotive
industry remain underdeveloped and
disconnected from the manufacturing
base. In combination with
autonomous driving technology, the

sharing economy will likely reduce
the global demand for cars in the
upcoming years. Today, Slovakia
produces most automobiles per
capita – a little over one million
per year. Any significant decrease
in demand for cars would not go
unnoticed.

New mobility trends will likely reduce the volume of private vehicle
sales. Particularly in urban areas,
demand for private ownership of
vehicles will drop significantly. With
44% of Slovakia’s industrial base
being in automotive manufacturing,
any drop in demand for cars will
have a negative impact. Moreover,
with 277,000 jobs being directly or
indirectly connected to automotive
manufacturing, automation represents a significant asset and possible threat to the Slovak economy.
Therefore, new opportunities, ideally
in mobility-driven markets, need to
be created for the existing human
resource capacities.

will cause disruption. Traditional
OEMs and suppliers will need to
adapt to capitalize on changing
market trends. For example, the
increasing data-connectivity of
vehicles will require new technological solutions, and the shift towards
autonomous vehicles will create new
opportunities in software development. With the shift towards mobility as service, incumbent OEMs and
suppliers will be challenged by traditionally non-automotive companies
like Apple, Google, Uber, Lyft, and
others. This will increase the complexity of competition and collaboration among different manufacturers,
suppliers, or software designers.

Rising demand for mobility services,
data connectivity, and the software

The shifting global trends will put
increasing pressure on OEMs and

their suppliers to invest more in
R & D intensive activities to remain
relevant. With a decreasing demand
for cars, the industry will prioritize
markets with strong R & D capacities
and competitive costs of these services. Countries with a focus mainly on
manufacturing without strong R & D
capacities and focus on innovation
may lose competitiveness. The future disruption in automotive manufacturing will require that Slovakia’s automotive industry graduates from
a manufacturing-heavy industry into
more knowledge and R & D intensive
one. This will require that the local
capacities become more attractive
to industry players, and they invest
in more R & D intensive activities.

GLOBALLY ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
Standing in front of the challenges
related to automation across the
manufacturing industry, Slovakia
needs to find a way to evolve from
an economy dependent on volumes
of cars produced to the regional
technology hub that offers competitive R & D expertise and talent.
The automotive factories located in
Slovakia are among the most advanced production facilities globally.
This constitutes a window of opportunity for Slovak tech companies to
offer solutions, further improving the
manufacturing processes, especially regarding the ongoing adoption
of fully automated and digitalized
production solutions. The broader
changes in the automotive and mobility sectors offer other opportunities
for diversification.

Efforts to achieve carbon neutrality
push car producers to adopt new
ecological types of vehicle propulsion. The radical nature of such
changes mitigates the dominant
position of OEMs in the development
of combustion engines. As the understanding of mobility is changing,
traditionally vertically integrated
value chain opens more to new innovative tech companies. Nowadays,
people in cities prefer alternative
mobility forms over car ownership,
creating entirely new segments of
urban micro-mobility and data-driven smart mobility.
To capitalize on these opportunities,
a complex sectoral collaboration is
needed among foreign multinationals, Slovak startups, and the R & D
ecosystem. Achieving such collabo-

ration could be formed around innovation & mobility labs that connect
traditional stakeholders currently
grouped in the Automotive Industry
Association of the Slovak Republic,
smaller specialized clusters with
startups and entrepreneurs, and the
university R & D environment. With
much of the automotive industry
located in Western Slovakia, building
such mobility labs should be more
than feasible.

Automotive manufacturing has gradually matured into
a dominant segment of Slovakia’s industrial production
and export. Over the past decade, the number of cars
manufactured in Slovakia increased fivefold and is
expected to grow steadily to 1.35 million cars produced
in 2020. The industry is employing over 277,000 people
and is the most important employer of the Slovak
economy. Unlike any other industry, the automotive
offers Slovakia an unprecedented opportunity to become
a technology champion in such a massive and global
market.
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REVERSING SLOVAKIA’S VULNERABILITY
BY CONNECTING STAKEHOLDERS
For Slovakia to maintain its competitiveness in the changing automotive
and mobility industry, the needs of
industry and local capacities need to
be aligned. The local market needs to
demonstrate competitive potential in
terms of R & D capacities and expertise, a supply of high-quality university graduates, and a flourishing
startup ecosystem. As a result, key
industry players will be more likely to
relocate and establish more of their
R & D capacities in Slovakia while
responding to the global transformation in the automotive industry.
Slovakia already became an attrac-

tive host country for automotive
manufacturers because of its affordable and highly skilled labor force.
The competitive skillset of Slovak
workers allowed for the introduction
of advanced manufacturing processes. As a result, the manufacturing
sites localized in Slovakia are already among the most advanced in
production processes that position
them to become flagship locations in
piloting state-of-the-art manufacturing solutions. Slovak tech companies
and universities need to leverage the
opportunity and interact more with
the state-of-the-art automotive manufacturing process and logistics.

SHIFT TO RADICAL INNOVATION OVER
PROCESS AUTOMATION
Slovakia can take several actions to
gradually increase the readiness of
Slovakia’s automotive industry to
reflect on global trends and streamline the needs of the industry with
local capacities. More connections
between the automotive and mobility
sector with the local universities and
R & D base need to be brokered. The
overall public & private investment in
R & D activities in Slovakia needs to
increase as well. Of course, the local
technology startups, researchers,
and R & D professionals need to be
supported and encouraged to work
on collaborative, innovative projects.

INNOVATION & MOBILITY LABS CAN BE
THE ANSWER
To connect the automotive sector
with the local R & D base, Slovakia
needs to connect motivated professionals, startups, researchers and
stimulate the formation of collaborative research projects that result
in new POCs and products which
reflect on the needs of the local
automotive and mobility industry. In
surrounding European countries, the
concept of innovation & mobility labs
is already being pursued by companies like Škoda, PSA, or launched as
multi-stakeholder initiatives of the
government, OMEs, SMEs, universities, and municipalities. Examples of
well-functioning mobility labs include
Future Mobility Lab in Usti nad Labem, Urban Mobility Labs in Austria
or RECAR in Hungary

These initiatives usually rely on physical space and virtual presence, which
connects different stakeholders. The
targeted stakeholders include industry professionals, startups, technology companies, researchers, and
industry employees & managers who
are looking for collaboration on joint
projects. Innovation & mobility labs
provide advanced incubation and
advisory services that combine business incubation and R & D advisory
elements to foster interdisciplinary
and cross-sectoral collaboration. The
desired outcome of such initiatives is
to increase the utilization of existing
R & D and technology capacities from
both academic and private research
infrastructures to deliver new product POCs and pilots
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Vehicles with internal combustion
engines survived for a century,
but the efforts to achieve carbon
neutrality are pushing the adoption
of electromobility, and eventually
hydrogen vehicles, in the foreseeable future. Adopting alternative propulsion engines creates a demand
for radical innovation and causes
a dramatic change in the production value chain. Electricity will play
a major role in this transformation
as there is between and 30 - 60% of
direct electrification rate in transport
estimated for the total EU transportation sector by 2050. OEMs invest
already billions of euros into electric
vehicles, including those with production plants in Slovakia
Electromobility adoption dramatically mitigates entry barriers by the

Strategic collaboration between
automotive and mobility stakeholders in the country with universities
and research institutions can result
in more contract research and joint
R & D projects. Gradually, clustering
of automotive, mobility, and innovation communities can also increase
the utilization of existing RIs and stimulate the demand for new research
infrastructure, driving higher public & private investment in strategic
research infrastructure with high
added value to the local economy. In
turn, this can increase the attractiveness of Slovakia to talented professionals, researchers, and startups from
abroad who have strong competence
in advanced fields like AI, engineering.

decades-long development of combustion engines and makes smaller
R & D companies competitive with
established players. As a side effect,
electromobility disrupts traditionally vertically integrated automotive value chains and opens them
for new players. In this context,
more collaboration between OEMs,
innovative companies, and the
R & D ecosystem can lead to valuable results. Compared to process
automation, the critical difference is
that OEMs do not identify this area
of innovation as essential in Slovakia
yet. However, initiatives like Slovak
Battery Alliance and Slovak Electric
Vehicle Association or R & D and
battery production companies like
InoBat demonstrate that Slovakia
has a strong position to participate in
the growing battery business.

Slovakia can also focus on urban and
smart mobility trends. Urban mobility is a fast-growing segment ranging
from micro-mobility solutions like
e-scooters to technologies improving public transportation quality.
Advanced data analytics shapes
the smart mobility future, creating opportunities for innovations
that improve mobility-related data
collection, processing, and interpretation. It is vital to connect the R & D
ecosystem with municipalities,
public transport providers, and other
relevant local stakeholders. Existing
collaborations are relatively well
developed across Western Slovakia,
with further push expected thanks
to Smart Mobility Slovakia and other
collaboration facilitative projects.

BUILDING AN ACTIVE ECOSYSTEM
To overcome this barrier, innovative
Slovak companies should actively
demonstrate their capability to solve
global challenges and offer stateof-the-art solutions for ecological
transportation and other promising
areas undergoing radical change,
such as autonomous vehicle technologies. On top of that, the clustering
of the worlds of academia, startups,
and industry can yield synergistic
effects, helping aggregate greater and more advanced talent and
research base. In turn, these elements will help attract investors who
will prioritize Slovakia over other
countries due to its research poten-

tial and human capital, not only for
having an affordable and flexible
workforce.
The industry has already developed
platforms and organizations which
could offer opportunities for Slovak
innovators. The Automotive Industry
Association of the Slovak Republic
(AIA SR) groups more than 200
stakeholders, ranging from OEMs
to universities. Industry Innovation
Cluster (IIC) was founded in 2017 by
9 industrial players who directly employ more than 25,000 employees in
Slovakia. IIC aims to connect proactive corporates exploring innovative

technologies and services to improve transportation options, customer
experiences, manufacturing processes, and any other smart mobility
related topic. Public projects like
Smart Mobility Slovakia facilitates
collaboration among industry, R & D
ecosystem, and other relevant
stakeholders by providing a web
platform for broader matchmaking
opportunities. With a collaborative
mindset, the existing organizations
can already play an important role
in connecting the worlds of startups,
industry, and academia.
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The Ministry of
investment, regional
development, and
informatization of
the Slovak Republic
(MIRRI)

JLR Innovation Lab
JLR Innovation Lab is an in-house
equity-free technological accelerator established in October 2018
as part of the Business Excellence
Department in the Jaguar Land
Rover factory in Nitra.

Other Stakeholders:
VŠVU, UNIZA,
Volkswagen Slovakia,
PSA, KIA, HB Reavis,
Sygic, Matador Group,
Slovenská záručná
a rozvojová banka
(Slovak Guarantee and
Development Bank) /
or SIH, SBaA (Slovak
Battery Alliance), SEVA
(Slovak Electric Vehicle
Association), ZSE /
because of the ZSE
Drive

MIRRI is a newly established ministry responsible for running the
Smart Mobility Slovakia project in
cooperation with the Ministry of
Transportation.

Slovnaft
Slovnaft, a subsidiary of MOL
Group, is an oil refining company
located in Bratislava. Slovnaft
runs Bratislava bike-sharing platform Slovnaft BAjk.

Inobat

Bratislavská integrovaná
doprava (BID)
Bratislava Integrated Transport
was established in 2005 to integrate transport services in the
Bratislava region, including regional trains, buses, and city public
transport in Bratislava.

Inobat is an aspiring producer of
batteries with extensive R & D
capacities in battery cell technologies currently building a competence center in Voderady.

STU

Slovak Investment and
Trade Development
Agency (SARIO)

The Slovak University of Technology is a modern research
and higher education institution.
Research teams at the University
annually deal with hundreds of
research contracts commissioned
by businesses.

SARIO is a government-funded
allowance organization that works
under the supervision of the
Ministry of Economy, aiming to
increase the influx of foreign investment while promoting Slovak
companies.

Automotive Industry
Association of the Slovak
Republic (AIA SR)
AIA SR is a traditional automotive
cluster founded in 1993. AIA SR
represents its members‘ interests,
including all 4 OEMs and the majority of Tier1 and Tier2 suppliers.

Industry Innovation
Cluster (IIC)
IIC is a group of highly engaged
and proactive corporates exploring innovative technologies and
services to improve transportation
options, customer experiences,
manufacturing processes, and any
other smart mobility related topic.
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Vladimír Klimant
Head of JLR Innovation Lab
at JaguarLandRover

JLR Innovation Lab is an in-house
equity-free technological accelerator established in October 2018 as
part of the Business Excellence Department in the Jaguar Land Rover
factory in Nitra. The Innovation Lab
aspires to discover new technologies
and innovative solutions applicable
to JLR Group’s internal processes.
JLR Innovation Lab connects the
Jaguar Land Rover with the Slovak

Simona Blašková
Head of Public Relations at
InoBat
InoBat is a Slovak company developing technological solutions
for electromobility and renewable
energy sources. InoBat Auto is
building a unique R & D center and
connected factory with 250MWh
of production capacity for battery
solutions applicable in electromobility. InoBat Energy cooperates
with the Czech energy group ČEZ
on exploring the potential of energy
storage for renewables. InoBat also
collaborates with many technological partners from abroad, attracting
foreign experts to Slovakia.

Diversifying the automotive industry to the mobility sector

innovation ecosystem by offering
opportunities to Slovak universities,
startups, and technological companies, preferably supporting projects
which are globally scalable within
the JLR Group or as a new product
or service for the global market.
From a technological perspective,
the Lab focuses mainly on projects
in Industry 4.0, improving the production processes and logistics. Part of
the Nitra factory is also an incubator
connected to the training academy.
Hence startups can work on their
projects with JLR insiders and validate their ideas and technologies in
an operational environment of one of
the most advanced automotive manufacturing facilities in Europe. JLR
Innovation Lab extensively cooperates with all kinds of partners and
stakeholders, including government
and NGOs.

In terms of collaboration within Slovakia, InoBat co-founded and became an active member of the Slovak
Battery Alliance to facilitate cooperation with relevant stakeholders, including universities in Košice, Bratislava, and Žilina. InoBat also signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
with the Slovak Academy of Sciences
to develop its R & D activities and
encourage knowledge sharing. We
perceive the project’s strategic importance as a unique opportunity to
attract foreign experts to Slovakia,
bringing the automotive sector to
a higher level of expertise. Extensive
discussions are currently underway
with OEMs about their transition to
electromobility. Slovak supply chain
created by InoBat Auto can play an
essential role in creating and maintaining jobs in Slovakia.
In regard to the future of sectoral
collaboration, InoBat anticipates

Among the most notable projects is
our cooperation with the Butterfly
Effect, where the Lab ran its project
focused on the shared transport to
the workplace. JLR Group anticipates the need for sectoral collaboration as part of broader efforts
to transform the mobility sector in
Slovakia by enhancing the quality of
the regional R & D outputs. Hence, the Lab also participates in the
Smart Mobility Slovakia - a project
of the newly established Ministry of
Investments, Regional Development,
and Informatization. Smart Mobility
Slovakia aims to foster collaboration
among the scientific community,
universities, OEMs, technology
companies, and startups to facilitate
Slovakia’s transformation into an
advanced technological hub.

that collaboration between private
and public entities will be essential
for fostering R & D activities directly applicable in industry. There are
two main challenges related to the
improvement of public-private relations. Firstly, science and applied
research require more significant
and structured support. Secondly, it
is vital to reduce administrative burdens related to R & D and collaborative activities. To help address the
challenges, InoBat participates in
the Smart Mobility Slovakia project,
which fosters innovations in the mobility sector by connecting relevant
stakeholders and systematically
supporting science and research
activities.

Peter Karpáty
Senior Officer & Project
Manager of Smart
Mobility Agenda at The
Ministry of investment,
regional development and
informatization of the
Slovak Republic (MIRRI)
MIRRI is a newly established ministry, a successor of the Deputy Prime
Minister Office for Investments and
Informatization. The state recognizes its role in setting regulation
frameworks, technical norms, and
other pre-conditionalities that foster
smart mobility adoption, tackling

Dominik Susa
Deputy CEO & Head of
Investment Projects
Department at SARIO

SARIO is a traditional investment
agency aiming to increase the influx
of investment by promoting Slovakia to foreign investors. However,
SARIO activities are broader than
just site selection consulting, and
the agency also offers its services to
established investors. These include
matchmaking between investors and
Slovak innovative and technological
companies and helping to identify
foreign multinational needs.

challenges related to decarbonization, and promoting new mobility
trends. As a stepping-stone, analytical teams at MIRRI identify knowhow and abroad validated ideas to
be introduced to Slovakia. The goal
is to enhance Slovak medium-term
strategies by advancing practices
such as coupling interrelated policy
of mobility, energy, sustainability,
and green strategy.
MIRRI also tries to connect smart
mobility to different smart agendas
such as the smart grid or smart city.
For this purpose, MIRRI runs Smart
Mobility Slovakia, a joint project
implemented in cooperation with the
Ministry of Transportation. Smart
Mobility Slovakia aspires to facilitate
sectoral collaboration by providing
a platform based on a quadruple
innovation helix for stakeholders
engaged in mobility ranging from

SARIO has been in touch with almost all automotive OEMs and the
majority of Tier1 and Tier2 suppliers
in Slovakia. The identified needs
reflect the position of subsidiaries
located in Slovakia and relate to
the Industry 4.0 trends in manufacturing, while product innovations
are traditionally kept „abroad“ and
outside of Slovakia. Until September
2020, SARIO organized 25 innovation workshops where more than 80
Slovak companies presented and
had an opportunity to meet potential
customers among foreign corporations. Innovation workshops resulted in 14 implemented projects.
SARIO activities‘ desired effect is
twofold: to facilitate collaboration
on R & D projects and educate the
future generation of the high-skilled
labor force. The biggest challenge
is to persuade the groups‘ headquarters rather than management in
Slovakia. However, the technologically advanced sites are a notable
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schools to private entities. Smart
Mobility Slovakia will soon launch
its portal solution for experts and
matchmaking activities. The desired
effect of sectoral collaboration is
primarily to increase the capacity
of the Slovak R & D environment to
produce innovations applicable in
industry.
MIRRI’s medium-term strategic goal
is to increase the number of people working in the mobility R & D,
which may further support sectoral
collaboration and development of
the mobility segment in Slovakia. In
terms of the 2030 vision for sectoral
collaboration, MIRRI anticipates
the potential of the interconnected
network of smart mobility hubs.
Hubs will assist in transforming
innovations into solutions via connecting public research with private
enterprises.

advantage as projects successfully
piloted in Slovakia can quickly grow
and become the group solution. Manufacturing innovation might be less
visible, but they are equally valuable
from a business perspective and set
high labor force requirements.
In terms of the R & D support, foreign companies often encounter difficulties related to the complicated
transfer of IP produced from joint
research projects with university
science parks limiting their motivation to participate in such activities.
In terms of workforce development,
SARIO works with universities to
improve education quality by promoting foreign corporations‘ opportunities stemming from collaboration
with Slovak universities. SARIO is
also working to improve foreign
companies‘ generally low awareness
regarding training opportunities such
as internships or partnerships on
dissertation theses.
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LEADING MOBILITY
& TRANSPORT STARTUPS IN SLOVAKIA

ESPIO

Biotron Labs

AgeVolt

founded: 2004

founded: 2017

founded: 2019

ESPIO’s vision is to become a leader
in bringing 21st-century nanotechnologies to e-mobility. ESPIO developed
a thin-film carbon-based graphene
resistance thermometer with excellent
measurement properties and simple
industrial application onto the measured surface. ESPIO graphene nanosensor is applicable across industries
where its features bring value over the
conventional thermometers (temp.
sensing on curved surfaces, heat trace
detection, ultra-fast heater, temp.
control & compensation in electric
circuits). ESPIO currently focuses on
the application of sensors for temperature measurement of rechargeable
batteries in electromobility, measuring
battery cell temperature – a crucial
variable for the vehicle’s optimal and
safe functioning.

Biotron is a data & analytics studio
providing end-to-end data solutions
to create and improve products, services, and revenue streams for their
clients. Biotron provides all steps of
data analytics, begins with collection
by providing clients with Mobile SDK.
Data combined from all sources are
analyzed according to client needs.
Analyzed data is visualized, and
Biotron looks for patterns and insights to help clients grow. The final
stage is to create actions, whether
it is the automation of processes or
making decisions supported by data.
Biotron services have great potential
in the optimization of urban mobility,
transportation, and logistics.

AgeVolt is a unique, comprehensive,
intelligent, and affordable system for
charging Electric Vehicles. It brings together everything customers
need; charging points, an energy
management system, and the digital
platform. AgeVolt is a financially
viable and energy sustainable product, primarily due to straightforward
assembly designed for all types of
customers, from single-unit households to multi-unit installations for
commercial and public entities. With
free use of all functions for internal
charging needs, a dynamic pricing
model, and a possibility to share
with the public for a small transaction fee, AgeVolt aspires to be the
Airbnb in the world of e-mobility.

GreenWay

Voltia Automotive

AirCar

founded: 2014

founded: 2011

founded: 2017

GreenWay is a Slovak provider of
electric vehicle charging stations
dedicated to making EVs the realistic
and preferred transportation option
for all people. GreenWay builds and
manages EV charging infrastructure throughout CEE and work with
people, companies, organizations,
and governments to develop and
expand the electromobility ecosystem. Greenway is operating the
biggest charging network in Poland
and Slovakia.

Voltia brings e-mobility from theory
to practice by providing its customers
with custom cargo electric vehicles
based on the global bestseller Nissan
eNV200 with increased cargo space
(from 4 to 6 or 8m3). Nowadays, Voltia
serves customers in more than 10 European countries, coming mainly from
postal and parcel delivery companies.
Voltia also provides eFleet Advising,
an in-depth analysis of the relevant
portions of companies‘ operations,
routes, and vehicular fleets to help its
customers minimize disruption related
to e-mobility switch and takes full
advantage of the benefits e-mobility
brings.

AirCar is the project of Štefan Klein
aspiring to develop and produce
a flying car. Štefan Klien is a Slovak
designer and head of the transport
design studio at the Academy of Fine
Arts and Design in Bratislava. A 5.3
meters long AirCar will transform
from a car mode into a flying mode
in just 120 seconds and achieve
250 km/h cruising speed at a 3 km
flight level with a range of 1000 km.
A twin-engine version that could be
used as AeroTaxi is also possible
thanks to new patents and technical
solutions.

Aeromobil
founded: 2010
AeroMobil is a leader in mobility in
three dimensions with a vision to liberate personal mobility from the ground
and into the skies. AeroMobil develops
the most flexible, capable, and efficient range of personal aerial vehicles
(PAVs) designed for door to door travel
in intra and inter-urban environments,
reducing congestion and emissions
while
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CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS
To advance Slovakia’s automotive sector, active and
vibrant innovation communities are needed to connect
traditional automotive stakeholders, new innovative
mobility stakeholders, and the R & D environment.

→ CONNECT R & D AND INDUSTRIAL
BASE

→ INCLUSIVE AND PRACTICAL
INITIATIVES

Like assembly lines, manufacturers establish their R & D
centers where the best and affordable talent is. Slovakia
needs to demonstrate competitive potential in terms of
R & D capacities and expertise, a supply of high-quality
university graduates, and a flourishing startup ecosystem. As a result, key industry players will be more likely
to relocate and establish more of their R & D capacities
in Slovakia while responding to the global automotive
industry transformation. Therefore, more resources
and effort need to be dedicated to maximizing research
and innovation collaboration. This is a stepping-stone
in transitioning from an economy that only assembles
and ships to an economy that develops new innovative
products and services with high-added value.

The automotive industry is mostly concentrated in the
Western part of Slovakia. There are also many active
organizations and initiatives like Slovak Battery Alliance
and Slovak Electric Vehicle Association or R & D and
battery production companies like InoBat. These initiatives should be supported and collaborate with more
traditional organizations in the automotive ecosystem
like The Automotive Industry Association of the Slovak
Republic (AIA SR), which groups more than 200 stakeholders, ranging from OEMs to universities. More clustering under the roof of innovation & mobility lab types
of initiatives could help demonstrate that Slovakia has
a strong position to participate in the growing battery
and new mobility automotive trends.

→ INCLUSIVE AND PRACTICAL
INITIATIVES
It is essential to provide all kinds of platforms and
opportunities to facilitate collaboration among the
different stakeholders like foreign multinationals, Slovak
tech companies, and the innovation ecosystem represented by startups and universities. Mobility labs could
accelerate the best research ideas to commercially and
industrially applicable solutions by connecting research
teams and idea holders with the industry. Complicated
technology transfer rules for research outputs can still
discourage private companies from cooperation with
research institutions. Therefore, the government needs
to de-risk and motivate private entities to cooperate
with the Slovak R & D ecosystem and entrepreneurs. To
remain competitive, Slovakia can also adopt schemes
that will incentivize companies to innovate and introduce
highly efficient technologies. Tax Manifesto 2020, signed
by the majority of international Chambers of Commerce
in Slovakia, introduced the idea of tax support to help
companies with the adoption of new technologies.
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A common understanding emerges that most cities will
need to adapt to maintain and increase the quality of
life of its inhabitants in the face of ongoing climate
and ecosystem changes. A vibrant community of innovators
and stakeholder in Bratislava are already addressing
this challenge.

THE CHANGING CLIMATE AND SOCIAL LANDSCAPE
AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE

Building a resilient and
innovative capital of Slovakia
With the progressing climate
change, Bratislava will find itself
in a subtropical climate suffering
from extreme weather occurrences
while struggling to accommodate
a growing and aging population and
the need to develop new economic
avenues. All cities will be pushed

into climate change mitigation
measures like decreasing emissions
using alternative energy sources,
offering new mobility options,
smart waste management, planning
public spaces, and building energy
efficiency.

Bratislava already suffers from the
heat island effect with temperatures
reaching above 40°C, not limited to

THE URBAN DILEMA
Compared to other innovation communities, the success of stakeholders
addressing rising urban challenges naturally depends on the fixed physical
and institutional framework of a particular city or a region. Cities and their
institutions can remain conservative
and reactive to other actors or become a pro-active coordinator of urban
activists, innovators, or entrepreneurs. The latter approach can result
in a more self-aware, organized, and
goal-unified grouping of stakeholders
who jointly resolve urban challenges.
After the 2018 municipal elections,
the new administration of Bratislava
is moving towards a very active role,
setting several guiding principles
manifested through new municipal institutions. Innovation-related
activities were given more attention

through the formation of a new role of
Chief Innovation Officer. Participatory
planning became the primary agenda
of a newly established Metropolitan
Institute, and data became the domain of the Data Analytics and Policy
Department.
Compared to commercial markets,
driving a significant change in cities
almost always requires a top-down
approach. Therefore, these activities and principles like open data,
participatory design, or the city as
an innovation laboratory need to be
pioneered by Bratislava and its newly
established institutions. Simultaneously, Bratislava needs to open to
external stakeholders and resolve
its challenges through a collaborative approach – with active citizens,
developers, or innovators. Meaningful

Mapping of the vulnerable areas of
Bratislava is the first step in the path
to resilience. The recently published
the Atlas of Vulnerability (full name
The Atlas of the Assessment of
Vulnerability and Risks of Adverse
Consequences of Climate Change)
identified heavy precipitation and
extreme heat waves as the two main
climate change effects that place
population, natural environment,
and structures at risk. The increased
temperatures are already manifested by an increase of 2°C since
1950. Heatwaves affect energy
demand for the buildings‘ cooling
and physiologically stress especially
young children, sick and elderly.

collaborations with innovative companies like Sensoneo, GOSPACE, or
Biotron Labs show the initial commitment of the new administration to
open innovation.
The community around these urban
challenges can be very diverse, and
technology verticality might be more
difficult to limit compared to other
Innovation Communities. The good
news is that there is increased interest
and interaction among stakeholders
like startups, corporates, students,
or citizens in topics related to city
resilience, climate change, or transport. The 2020 Bratislava Climathon
demonstrated the willingness of over
150 participants to jointly develop
new solutions to these challenges.

the industrial areas. Heavy precipitation and thunderstorms due to
heatwaves lead to direct material
damage: destruction by wind and
flooding, and injuries. With increasing extremes and changes in the
weather, the population exposed to
the consequences of these episodes
may become dissatisfied with their
life in Bratislava.
According to the data analyzed by
the Metropolitan Institute of Bratislava, in addition to the environmental challenges, Bratislava is also
facing increasing inequality, with
several demographic groups being
more vulnerable to the intensifying
climate changes. Bratislava and its
metropolitan area are growing, while
many do not register for permanent
residency in the city, leading to lower

local taxes being collected and
placing the municipal services under
pressure in terms of funding and
capacity.
Despite the influx of new inhabitants, Bratislava is getting older,
from 18,5% of the population over
65 years in 2019 to the projected
29.8% of seniors in 2050, significantly increasing the size of the
demographic group that is most
vulnerable to climate change effects,
mostly extreme heat episodes. The
social disparity between the highest
and lowest income neighborhoods in
terms of median incomes is growing.
The population’s share under threat
of poverty is increasing (from 25.2%
in 2204 to 20.2% in 2017).
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A DIVERSE COMMUNITY OF STAKEHOLDERS
Different stakeholders agree that
quality of life is threatened and that
their efforts to further sustainability on environmental, social, and
economic levels should address this
threat. A non-resilient Bratislava,
unprepared for the shocks, gravely
diminishes the quality of life of its
citizens. Each stakeholder group
can view their role in the innovation

community around urban resilience differently. Innovators aim to
improve citizens‘ lives by introducing
new technologies or concepts that
find application in the urban environment. Real estate developers are
aware of their customers‘ desire to
live in a healthy and social, and lively
environment. Bratislava employs
participatory design to understand

citizens‘ understanding of what constitutes a good quality of life and to
center reforms around humans while
also empowering citizens to be proactive in improving their neighborhoods. Activists originally from the
creative industries sphere proclaim
the goal of nurturing interactions
between science and art to create
solutions and impact.
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NEW BUSINESS DISTRICT
INSPIRED BY SUSTAINABILITY

QUALITY OF COLLABORATION
DEPENDS ON INDIVIDUALS

Another line of collaboration development is that of an
enlightened developer, demonstrated by HB Reavis, also
active in the UK, transplanting a collaborative approach
and sustainable technology in the Nové Nivy neighborhood development. Involvement of regulatory stakeholders such as departments of transportation is required;
however, reaching out to neighbors, cyclists, or disabled
groups goes beyond Slovak cities‘ standard.

Existing collaborations are linked through strong individuals. Social network mapping shows repeating
names of people flowing through startups, city administration, NGOs, and corporates. For example, the same
individuals connect on several platforms, such as the
Sustainability lead of HB Reavis and Bratislava’s Chief
Architect, co-founding the Manifest 2020 – the strategy
for carbon-neutral building development. There, representatives of Bratislava, the developers, and the community mingle and push on concrete measures, creating
a steppingstone for a cluster of organizations.

In terms of design with inclusive and sustainable characteristics, the project reflects on cycling infrastructure, heat management, air quality, biodiversity, or
measures to withstand shocks such as torrential rains.
The combination of these technologies and favorable recognition generated by the collaboration with neighbors
and stakeholders increases attractiveness to young
demographics and marketability of the development.

Currently, sustainability is driven by individuals that take
this agenda and push it forward, demanding action. New
thinking, new approaches require commitment from the
top but mostly understanding from the day-to-day operations staff. The right people in the right places enable
innovation uptake. A city-wide pilot in smart waste
management using the technology of the Slovak startup
Sensoneo has been enabled through a shared understanding of the issues and of the benefits and only made
possible through the willingness to change the status
quo and test new waters, which is not always a given.
Aware of the budgetary, regulatory, and personnel constraints, Bratislava’s leadership understands its role in
terms of enabling, supporting, and nurturing innovation.
This approach rests on three pillars. First, creating a city
laboratory mindset to pilot solutions. Second, generating as much data as possible to design efficient policies. Finally, taking up the best international practices
and participating in international projects.

UNIQUE URBAN PROJECT OF NOVÁ CVERNOVKA
Collaboration among stakeholders
from the private, public, and academic spheres is the most developed
in the grassroots project of Nová
Cvernovka. Having started as an
artistic community seeking low rent
ateliers, the project is now generating
a snowball effect as the project plays
a major role in pushing the concept of
a ‚sustainability district‘ by becoming
the urban Eco center for innovation
testing.
The former high school area has been
rented to the team by the Bratislava
self-governing region for 25 years,

and the founders secured a bank loan
for the remodel and development.
The building has been reconstructed
using innovative approaches developed by architects, technicians, locally
residing startups, and scientists from
the Slovak Academy of Sciences,
under the thumb of Nová Cvernovka’s Ekoboard.
The goal is to make the building
smart by combining new technologies, including recycling and reusing
of building waste material, and well-known approaches such as composting, community gardening, or water

GOOD EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION ARE EMERGING
retention techniques. Its founder
Šymon Kliman further proclaims the
wish to develop a collaborative platform of artists and scientists to generate innovation and support creative
industries, which he considers the
backbone of the future (and current)
economy of Bratislava. Currently,
Cvernovka stands on several tectonic
plates – those of policy, culture, creative industries, and technology, with
a goal of social and environmental
sustainability and is keen to amplify
its results in collaboration with the
new owner of the adjacent brownfield
of Palma or developer Corwin.

So far, the strategy is on track: a portfolio of initiatives that have a more
open and collaborative character
is widely welcomed by the citizens
and other stakeholders. Projects like
Nová Cvernovka offer the necessary
testbed for innovations. The key will
be to design mechanisms to scale
these innovations to the whole city.
Acceleration programs like Challenger offer business support to
Greentech and Sustainability-driven
startups. The city has, in the spirit
of its developing role as an enabler,
spearheaded the first Bratislava Climathon, in partnership with the rein-

surance company Swiss Re, Civitta,
and HubHub, activating experts and
employees from the Bratislava’s offices as well as experts outside of the
municipal structures.
Bratislava is also opening to collaboration with startups. The city is
already working with companies
GOSPACE to pilot a smart parking
monitoring system or Sensoneo to
transform the municipal waste management infrastructure into a data-driven and smarter form. Bratislava is also working with Biotron Labs
to improve its data collection and

analysis related to public transport
and mobility in the city. These collaborations underline the importance
of the ‚city as a laboratory concept‘
where the city itself becomes a valuable testbed for new innovations.
This will likely benefit all – citizens,
startups, the city, and local businesses.
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Municipal Companies
The City co-owns several companies, which offer services and
ensure realisation of common
policies. These companies include
Bratislavská vodárenská spoločnosť (water), Odvoz a likvidácia
odpadu (waste), Dopravný podnik
Bratislava (public transportation),
METRO Bratislava (construction),
Mestské lesy v Bratislave (forests)
and Generálny investor Bratislavy
(investment).

HB Reavis
Slovak real estate developer
active in the Nové Nivy area, the
first to develop certified“ excellent“ under BREEAM Communities
standard.

Metropolitný inštitút
Bratislavy
Metropolitan Institute of Bratislava is a newly established institute
responsible for conceptual works
in strategic planning, architecture,
and participatory engagement.

Proptech Slovakia
Slovak platform supporting,
promoting, and connecting companies offering digital solutions
for construction and real estate
markets with customers and
investors.

Real estate developer owns the
area of the former Palma factory,
in the direct vicinity of Nova Cvernovka. The site is being developed
according to sustainability principles.

Slovak Academy
of Sciences
Main scientific and research institution in Slovakia, carrying out
top-level basic research, strategic,
and applied research and enabling third parties to use scientific
infrastructure.

Manifest 2020

Slovenská rada pre
zelené budovy

Corwin
Nová Cvernovka
Building retrofitted as artists‘
ateliers, coliving, and a social
center, run by the Nová Cvernovka
Foundation. Though its Ekoboard,
Nová Cvernovka becomes a testing ground for innovative technologies and approaches in buildings
and spaces reconstructions.

Slovak green building council is
a professional association of construction companies, suppliers,
and developers, intending to
support green buildings development, related market, legislative
changes, and outreach to the
public.
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BROZ - Bratislavské
regionálne ochranárske
združenie
The regional nature protection
association is an organization of
professional nature conservationists focusing on the protection
and renewal of local Danube
biotopes.

The newly founded initiative,
supporting the building sector
in reaching the European Green
Deal’s carbon neutrality goals,
connected by personnel and
agenda to the City and other organizations.

Inštitút urbánneho
rozvoja
Sensoneo
Sensoneo is a global enterprise-grade smart waste management solution provider based in
Bratislava.

Institute for Urban Development is
an association of professionals in
the urban development field such
as architects, engineers, developers and construction companies,
real estate agencies, and state
and regional administration. The
Institute proposes regulation and
policy improvements.

Cyklokoalícia
Cyclocoalition is an association
supporting development of cyclist
infrastructure, monitoring the
state of the existing infrastructure,
and lobbying for better legislation on national and international
levels.

Circular Slovakia
Bratislavský
samosprávny kraj
Bratislava self-governing region
is the regional authority, owner
of the buildings, and area of Nová
Cvernovka.

Platform founded by 7 organizations including the Institute for
Circular Economy, Embassy of
the Netherlands, and the Slovak
Ministry of Environment

Chcem smart mesto
Association of Slovak technological companies developing smart
solutions.

Milota Sidorová
Head of Participatory
Planning at Metropolitan
Institute of Bratislava
Rather than developing sustainability
as an ultimate goal, we need to react
to the upcoming threats, and our main
challenge is to coordinate a diverse group of actors so together, they
contribute towards Bratislava’s resilience. The key to efficient urban
policies is for the city administration to
understand Bratislava’s metropolitan
character and appraise its diversity.
At MIB, we consider all city parts and
make sure that their problems and
needs are articulated and considered
in the decision-making process to prevent the intensification of inequality
between neighborhoods.

We have to tackle the climate crisis
in light of social equality. Reflexion
on social issues needs to be continuously incorporated into policy
planning since crises usually hit the
communities with limited resources
the hardest. Therefore, our goal is to
make the city planning as inclusive
as possible, attentively listen to the
public voice and encourage citizens‘
proactive participation. We strive to
create a people-friendly Bratislava
supportive of everyone who decides
to reside in the city. This philosophy
is reflected in the upcoming Plan
2030, leveraging the collective intelligence to create a pool of projects
facilitating Bratislava’s transformation into a resilient city, enabling the
best quality of life.
The lack of available urban housing
and green infrastructure, mobility,
heatwaves, heavy precipitation,
pollution, and overall life quality are
the main issues. We aim to collaborate with the Bratislava self-governing region as well as the national

government. We believe that the
government has the necessary
capacity and resources allowing for
radical transitions. We would appreciate more competency allocated to
metropolitan regions and welcome
the continuity of existing policies.
Impactful sustainability policies of
other European cities inspire us.
Vienna’s data-driven regulation,
social intelligence, and the creation
of favorable conditions for gender
equality are praise-worthy. Ljubljana
is inspirational due to its prompt
and successful transformation into
a sustainable city, facilitated by
a mayor who started with a stepby-step implementation of changes,
resisted the general discontent, and
brought the process to a successful
end. With the current city leadership, Bratislava can achieve positive
changes and become a city worth
living in.
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Martin Stohl
Sustainability and
Wellbeing Specialist at HB
Reavis
The construction development sector
provides an enormous opportunity
for contribution to urban sustainability, and I believe that sustainable
buildings can contribute to green and
healthy communities. Almost 40% of
GHG emissions are attributable to the
construction and building management sector. The economic aspect is
also significant, as technical solutions
saving energy and water, preparing
buildings for shocks such as torrential rains, and creating a comfortable
living environment with suitable
microclimate are attractive to the
increasingly demanding customers.
We strive for more than just „green“
PR for our projects, and with the zone
Nové Nivy recently being certified
„excellent“ under the BREEAM
Communities international stan-

Andrea Basilová
Co-founder at Sensoneo
Sensoneo started as a reaction to
the municipal demand for reliable
waste management sensors and
data generation. Coming from an
IT background, we have developed
a complex solution of sensors and
data visualization, optimizing the
waste collection, enabling municipalities to comply with the regulation in
the spirit of Smart City and Big Data
principles.
I look at sustainability in terms of
quality of life, which often requires
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dard, we can be considered Slovak
leaders in sustainable buildings. We
use technologies and innovations to
reach sustainability by exploring new
and smart approaches to make our
buildings. However, the construction
sector is conservative, and it is rare to
see technologies in their early-stage
being trusted without prior testing.
We prefer to use proven technologies, cooperating with universities in
Barcelona or London. Nevertheless,
as a part of our long-term vision, we
have launched an innovations sandbox in London and collaborate with
startups in our HubHub co-working,
testing new solutions.
We are also communicating with our
buildings‘ neighbors, involving them
in making the improvements as good
relations with the neighbors are crucial for any real estate project’s success. For Nové Nivy, we have created
a campaign https://rukunatosusedia.
sk/ to engage the community from
the neighboring 500 Flats district,
and we have consulted with the
cyclist association, the disabled
community, or the regional natural
protection association (BROZ). While
we do applaud the changes with
the new administration, roadblocks

data-based decisions and policies.
By optimizing waste collection routes
based on the bins‘ fulfillment status, the city reduces emissions and
limits overfilling and sanitary threats.
Citizen application allows people to
see, which bins are free, which are
already full, empowering citizens to
manage their waste. And finally, having access to detailed data leads to
transparency and better waste policy
formulation.
From our experience in over 60
countries, innovation uptake depends on the political will and the
green light from any city’s highest
echelons. However, the successful
implementation hinges on the will of
the lower ranks of employees and
technicians. Key managers need to
show enthusiasm, seek new solutions, and start pilots to test available
options. The biggest roadblock is the

remain, for instance, in the transport
departments, resistant to change of
mindset, hampering the use of new
methods and technologies.
We are active in promoting sustainability in various associations – me
personally as well as HB Reavis –
which deal with specific aspects of
sustainability and buildings. I am
a member of the board of the Slovak
Green Building Council and Manifest 2020 initiative, supporting the
building sector in reaching carbon
neutrality goals of the European
Green Deal. The Chief Architect of
Bratislava is also a founding member
of the initiative. As a company, we
are active in the Institute for Urban
Development, and we are involved in
professional discussions on related
laws and regulations.
So far, I do not perceive a genuinely united innovation community on
a whole city level; rather, ad-hoc
collaborations of individual progressive stakeholders relating to a specific
area or project. But I am hopeful this
will change, and we are a part of this
new trend to raise awareness.

unwillingness to accept or enable
change. In Bratislava, we collaborate
in our pilots with the municipal waste
company OLO, which is very open,
understanding technologies, and
actively seeking solutions.
Other than our partners at the city
level, we are moderately active in
smart city circles. We acknowledge
several smart city dedicated groups,
but either we did not succeed in starting the collaboration, or they failed
to produce significant results. We
co-founded the association Chcem
Smart Mesto, and we are members
of Circular Slovakia and Proptech
Slovakia (innovations in construction
and building management). Being
pro-active positioned us as experts
in the field, allowed us to comment
on law drafts, and through our media
presence, we can help shape the discourse and public education, which is
crucial.

Šymon Kliman
Co-founder of Nová Cvernovka

Our idea to redesign the former
School of Chemistry into a cultural
and creative center was driven
by our vision to provide a creative
community with a low-rent haven for
its activities and development. The
reconstruction was shaped by aspirations for a sustainable future and
our tenants‘ creative drive, which
resulted in a highly eclectic but innovative character. That is reflected
in the combination of a community
garden, composting site, unconventional material insulation, ventilation, cooling systems, and a unique
terrace constructed from debris. Our
team and its leader Juraj Hariš were
recognized for the debris reuse realization by Tatra banka Foundation
Prize for art.

We always strive to develop our
efforts towards carbon neutrality
even further. Nová Cvernovka serves
as an urban eco-center for testing
innovation and existing systems. We
genuinely appreciate collaborating
with experts such as Dr. Simančík
from the Slovak Academy of Sciences, who develops new insulation
materials. Our dream is to carry on
with this interaction into a structured arena, to create a project-based
platform connecting scientific and
artistic communities. We believe
that such co-operation and creative
industries are extremely valuable
and can drive the City’s economic
wellbeing.
We envision the creation of innovation districts in collaboration with
developers, for example, Corwin.
However, for such dreams to come
true, the support of the City is essential. The City needs to counteract
gentrification and make developers
see the added value of long-term
investments into sustainability
projects. Besides the City, the links
to the self-governing region and the
national government are all deemed
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crucial. There is a need to understand that many valuable innovations might lack commercial character while still technical and useful.
All these solutions, such as composting, cooling through vegetation, and
rainwater collection systems, should
be gradually incorporated.
In my perspective, urban sustainability is rooted in the quality of life. Enhanced life quality of citizens is what
we should be aiming for. Kindergartens, schools, stores, sports facilities, and all necessary infrastructure
must be available within 15-minute
walking distance from one’s home.
We must provide citizens with
opportunities to lead sustainable
lifestyles. I also feel a strong need
to enhance youth’s education by
showing them what is possible to be
done – by showing them Nová Cvernovka and all its nooks and crannies.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sensoneo

Zdroje Zeme

SEAK

founded: 2017

founded: 2016

founded: 2011

Sensoneo provides smart waste
management solutions for cities and
businesses to cost-efficiently manage waste lifecycle and improves
people’s environment and wellbeing.
The solution combines in-house produced Smart Sensors that monitor
waste in real-time with sophisticated software, providing cities and
businesses with data-driven decision-making abilities and optimizing
waste collection routes, frequencies,
and vehicle loads.

Zdroje Zeme delivers a unique
EFFECO solution for the efficient
processing of waste. EFFECO allows
for the processing of residential and
biological waste into a high-quality
substrate. The solution is built upon
an innovative approach to composting and anaerobic digestion, yielding
a maximum from these processes.
The whole process is energetically
positive, resulting in the soil regenerative substrate and agrofuels
produced as by-products.

SEAK Smart City develops an efficient lighting system for commercial
and industrial buildings as well as
smart cities. Its intelligent, automatized solution is based on data-driven
software, allowing for absolute control over city lighting efficiency. SEAK
thus saves a significant amount of
energy, which can be redirected to
other uses, such as charging electric
vehicles or monitoring the air quality.

Keepi.sk

SPEAR

GA Drilling

founded: 2016

founded: 2016

founded: 1994

Nice Vision develops new ways of
renewable energy sources, seamlessly integrated into urban areas.
The studio creates innovative urban
solutions such as Solar Tiles – a building envelope solar system utilizing
PV-tiles and non-PV tiles as a facade
and roof elements; and Urban Windfarm – a series of wind turbines for
residential areas.

SPEAR is a renewable energy hydropower plant that provides electricity for distribution companies and
riverside industries that need clean
energy. Unlike other renewables
such as solar and wind, SPEAR is
a stable energy source and offers
quite an advantage as it is a freeflow, plug, and play system with
no damage to the ecosystem. The
system is located in a recycled river
barge anchored to the riverbank
with the added benefit of an open
deck for real-estate or biodiversity
options.

GA Drilling develops a solution
leveraging the synergy of drilling and
geothermal expertise. The solution
builds upon the patented PLASMABIT drilling system allowing us to
access geothermal energy in depths,
extensive expertise in conventional
drilling, and best practices in the
geothermal world.

Solargis

CITIO

GOSPACE

founded: 2010

founded: 2017

founded: 2013

Solargis provides access to historical, recent, and forecast solar
data with the utmost accuracy and
reliability. Solargis photovoltaic
software applications and web-based solutions allow for construction
optimization and evaluation and
management of solar power assets,
thus helping to maximize profitability
and reduce risks for solar investors.

Citio creates a unified and optimized
system for urban users, connecting citizens, city administration,
entrepreneurs, tourists, students,
and others with the City. Its system represents a complex platform
integrating information, reservation,
and payments systems. These can
be implemented all at once or stepby-step while focusing on digitalization and intracity communication.

GoSpace develops a unique IoT
parking sensors solution and software for smart parking management.
The solution is also known under the
brand Fleximodo. GoSpace vision
with Fleximodo is to make parking
on the street seamless for everyone
involved by protecting designated
parking for its holders, navigating
drivers to available spots, and helping with parking enforcement.

→ BRATISLAVA SHOULD CONTINUE
ITS LEADING ROLE TO CREATE
SPACE FOR COURAGEOUS ACTIONS

→ CITY AS A LABORATORY IS THE
WAY FORWARD

The new city administration has found its voice and seemingly a functioning mode of operations under the budgetary, personnel, and practical constraints it is bound
by. Therefore, it should continue to connect actors and
enable third parties to develop and run courageous
projects. The critical task is to remove administrative
roadblocks to private and public initiatives that Bratislava supports but would not carry out independently. An
open sandbox for technical and social innovations needs
to be better communicated and comprehensibly structured.

The city is already working with startups to pilot smart
parking monitoring systems, smart waste management
systems, or improve its data collection and analysis
related to public transport and mobility in the city. These
collaborations underline the importance of the ‚city as
a laboratory concept‘ where the city itself becomes
a valuable testbed for new innovations. More such collaborations should be encouraged as they will benefit
all – startups, the city, local businesses, and most importantly, the citizens.

→ THERE ARE ISLANDS OF
RESISTANCE THAT REMAIN TO BE
CONVERTED
Individuals in key positions and entities external to the
city, such as the state and its agencies, maintain key
decision powers, which they will continue to hold in the
future. Especially in the transport area, the conservative
rule-makers limit the possible uptake of innovation driving sustainability. The city, given its dominant position
and political power, and the other stakeholders, should
strengthen their efforts to reform rules such as the
Construction Act to enable new approaches. Cities like
Ljubljana offer an inspiration: boldly implement incremental changes to build a large mosaic, which would
have never been accepted initially as a whole.

→ ADOPT A PARTICIPATORY AND
HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACH ALL
THE WAY
The increasing inequality among the neighborhoods in
Bratislava is bound to be exacerbated by the climate
change effects. Forming a vibrant and active innovation community needs to be accompanied by a strong
acknowledgment of the social aspect and demographic
trends. It should fall mostly on the city’s shoulders to
be the guardians of equality and control for this quality in projects of other stakeholders. Connected to the
social aspect is the need for awareness building, mostly
among the youth, which represents an investment in the
popular support for potentially misunderstood resilience
measures.

Creative industries as a catalyst for transformation
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CREATIVE INDUSTRY AS A
DIVERSIFICATION OPPORTUNITY
Creative and cultural industries
present an opportunity to strengthen
and expand the local economy for
three main reasons:

Creative industries as
a catalyst for transformation
Košice’s economy has long been
dependent on heavy industries
that are undergoing structural
change: metallurgy and automotive.
A strong IT sector has also emerged
with several outsourcing centers,
which has provided an opportunity

to compensate for the local
economy’s gradual changes. However,
IT’s long-term future in Košice
depends on its ability to attract
talent, increase its added value,
and explore linkages with the local
creative industry.

STRONG BUT VULNERABLE BASE
The 2019 OECD Economic Survey
on Slovakia shows that more than
60% of jobs are at risk of automation,
which is the highest number of all EU
countries. Košice region has the 2nd
highest unemployment rate in the
country (8.11%), and, according to
OECD, new jobs in East Slovakia are
predominantly created in occupations with a high risk of automation,
hence fundamentally more unstable.
The dominant sectors in the local are
undergoing structural changes and are
already showing signs of a slowdown.
US Steel, the largest employer in Košice, plans to lay off 25% of its workers
by 2021.

The IT sector in Košice has become
a significant source of jobs employing
over 15,000 people locally. The IT
companies have clustered around the
Košice IT Valley organization created
in 2007 as a joint initiative of leading
IT companies, universities, and the
government. IT Valley now has 53
members and plays a vocal role in the
local economy. In addition, the government has recently announced the
creation of Slovensko IT, a state-run
IT company based in Košice whose
goal will be to improve government
IT services. Slovensko IT employs
80 people, many of whom are former
employees of the local subsidiary of

German WireCard that went bankrupt
in June 2020.
While the IT sector in Košice still has
room to grow, two main risks loom
over the sector: first, IT companies
are struggling to attract talent due to
the decreased availability of a qualified labor force. This is an immediate
and short-term problem. Second, the
local IT cluster is largely made up of
shared service centers and IT outsourcing companies with relatively low
added value. AI, automation, and the
trend of moving lower value-added IT
services to Asia pose a threat in the
mid to long term.

First, the City of Košice was the
European Capital of Culture in 2013,
and large investments of over 70
million EUR were made into cultural
and creative infrastructure. The
project had a transformative effect
on the city and expanded a sense of
cultural heritage to include contemporary culture and infrastructure.
The new infrastructure triggered
new activities, created jobs, and
had positive spill-over effects on the
local economy. Creative Industry Košice (CIKE) has been at the forefront
of efforts to put cultural and creative
industries at the center of municipal development plans. CIKE has
a strong track record of education
activities, international residency
programs for entrepreneurs and artists, and supporting cross-sectoral
business projects.
The flagship Art & Tech Days orga-

nized by CIKE is a week-long festival
of media art, technology, and digital
culture in Košice that has a strong
impact on the city: it brings together
local stakeholders and showcases
their activities, and it helps connect
the city to the world by bringing
artists and innovators to Košice
from around Europe. Košice has also
become a UNESCO – Creative City
of Media Arts, and CIKE is trying to
leverage the network to introduce innovation projects at the intersection
of digital technologies and art.
Second, a strong push to develop the
creative industry by CIKE as a public
organization is complemented by the
emerging gaming cluster and design
community.
The gaming industry has been organized into Game Dev Košice. The
platform is led by Grindstone and
Games Farm and has 13 Košice-based game development studios as
members, thus forming one of the
strongest emerging sectors in the

Košice economy. Game Dev Košice
plans to systematically support entrepreneurs in the gaming industry
through acceleration services and
serve as a gravitational force for
gaming startups from around CEE.
The design community organizes
the flagship annual Eastern Design
Conference co-founded by the local
436 design studio, which serves as
an important gravitational force for
designers around CEE.
And third, the local creative community benefits from the active Faculty
of Arts of the Technical University of
Košice with its prominent Department of Fine Arts and Intermedia.
Students of this Faculty create
a backbone of the local artistic map.
The Faculty also features the Center
for Advanced Visualizations, focusing on research at the intersection
of data, media arts, and digitalization.
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COLLABORATION OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES WITH
TRADITIONAL ECONOMY AS PATH FORWARD
The US urban studies expert Richard
Florida famously described the rise
of the „creative class“ as key in
attracting tech talent and contributing to local ecosystems‘ economic
prosperity. This concept was further
elaborated in many studies, including Caroline Haynes‘ Magnet Cities
report emphasizing success factors
such as the generation of new ideas
and the importance of young we-

alth creators. Košice is in a unique
position to benefit from the IT
industry’s legacy and strengths and
build on the strong foundation for
further development of the creative
industry. The interplay between the
two industries will be the key defining characteristic of Košice’s future
economy for three reasons:
First, employing creative professionals in traditional industries can
bring added value and generate
unique sparks of innovation, or as
researchers Lee and Rodríguez-Pose
put it – employing a creative professional can help innovation just as

much as employing a scientist. Corporates in Košice already recognize
the value of working with creative
professions. US Steel has placed
its science and creativity center in
the heart of Košice’s creative community in Kulturpark. Deutsche
Telekom has long been partnering
with the local gaming industry, and
the local branch of Amcham as the
largest Chamber of Commerce in

Slovakia has been a strong advocate
of putting innovation at the heart
of corporate strategies in Košice.
CIKE has been organizing entrepreneurial & artistic residencies and
supporting cross-sectoral collaborations through co-creation initiatives in healthcare, manufacturing,
tourism, gastronomy, and the hotel
industry.
Second, a potentially game-changing
project for the city is the ambitious
Košice 2.0 financed by the prestigious Urban Innovation Actions
scheme. Košice is the first-ever
Slovak city to receive the grant.

The project will have three main
objectives related to increasing the
economic resilience of the city. It
will establish the Citizen Experience and Well-being Institute (CXI)
to support the use of data in decision-making. Furthermore, it will
foster innovations and entrepreneurship through acceleration and
education programs, and the project
will increase citizen engagement

through disruptive media art installations and interventions. Supporting
cross-sectoral collaboration will be
a key element of the new project.
And third, the three research universities in Košice and the Slovak
Academy of Sciences have recently
joined forces to create a scientific
cluster in Eastern Slovakia. This presents an opportunity to increase the
quality of research in Košice, retain
talent, and attract new researchers
from abroad and provide a fertile
ground for multi-disciplinary research and initiatives.

TUKE

K13

Východné pobrežie

TUKE is an international university
integrated into the startup ecosystem and involved in IT Valley
Cluster through UniversityScience
Park TECHNICOMand Startup
Center TUKE. It organizes hackathons in areas related to urban
planning, such as Hack your city
and Hack Košice.

Košice Cultural Centres is a municipal organization that manages and administers a cultural
infrastructure network from the
European Capital of Culture 2013
project. The network of cultural
centers includes the Barracks/
Kulturpark, Kunsthalle/Hall of Art,
Amphitheatre, and the 8 SPOTS
exchangers for cultural operators.

Východné pobrežie is an NGO
specializing in mapping and development of public life and spaces
in Košice by publishing books
and using various presentation
formats and community events to
promote active citizenship.

Creative Industry Košice
(CIKE)

ANTIK Telecom

Deutsche Telekom IT
Solutions Slovakia

CIKE is an NGO established in
2008 under the City of Košice municipality to prepare the European
Capital of Culture 2013 project.
After 2012 CIKE transformed into
a city NGO actively involved in
building a creative infrastructure,
developing individuals, strengthening international contacts, and
making the city more visible.

ANTIK is the largest telco operator and the main hi-tech infrastructure investor in Košice. It
also operates an IoT network for
different SmartCity applications
starting from metering via public
safety to environment and traffic.

IT Valley

FPT Slovakia

Kosice IT Valley is a cluster that
focuses its activities on three
main areas: education, innovation,
and collaboration. It is the largest
association of IT companies in
East Slovakia and a critical stakeholder in the regional economic
transformation.

FPT provides IT services within
the utility business ranging from
SW development to quality
assurance. FPT also develops solutions in the area of smart living
and business support applications.

Deutsche Telekom IT Solutions
Slovakia entered the Košice region
in January 2006 under the name
T-Systems Slovakia. Over the last
decade, the company grew to
become the second-largest employer in eastern Slovakia.

Other Stakeholders:
Game Dev Košice,
Eastcubator, Asbis,
Promiseo, UPJŠ,
GlobalLogic, Vacuumlabs
KE, VSE, US Steel,
RazDva, More Design,
Cassovia Code, StarPort
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Jozef Vojtko
Vice Director & Head of
Delivery at FPT Slovakia
and Member of Košice IT
Valley Supervisory Board
The main idea beyond establishing
the Košice IT Valley was to support
creating a new IT sector within the
region historically dependent on
metallurgy by connecting the three
essential pillars: business, education, and regional economy. A mission started with the improvement
of education at the university level.
Thanks to IT Valley efforts, new
study programs teach students to
work in teams and deal with sprint
format tasks.

Creative industries as a catalyst for transformation

Cooperation between private and
technical universities is widely
recognized as essential for training the next generation of skilled
professionals. The engagement of
private entities from the IT Valley in
these activities is high. Unfortunately, business collaboration among
IT companies in Košice remains
rather occasional what constitutes
an obstacle for transforming the regional IT sector under the pressure
of moving the lower value-added IT
business models.
The creative industry has the potential to facilitate the transformation
to more high value-added IT business models. Firstly, the element of
creativity is essential for the development of new products. At FPT,
we organized workshops with music
composers or theatre directors to
foster creativity and help employees understand better the role of

dual transformation of the Košice IT
sector to higher value-added activities, including product research and
development.
Michal Hladký
Director at CIKE and Member
of Košice IT Valley Board
of Directors
The collaboration of the IT sector
with the creative industries in Košice
can yield very positive outcomes.
Košice’s IT sector is primarily represented by lower value-added business models such as shared service
centers. The creative industries
represent the vibrant pool of ideas
with the potential to offer the right
creative push necessary for the gra-

It is essential to mention that any
synergies will also affect the industries beyond the creative and
digital because digital technologies
are nowadays omnipresent across
all businesses. This is of great importance for the broader regional
transformation to more sustainable
sources of economic growth. Unfortunately, the potential hidden in
collaboration among IT and creative
industries remains mostly unutilized.
Few collaborative projects were
successfully implemented over
the last few years, but the genuine
collaboration between the IT and

different management levels within
the creative process. Secondly, our
clients demand a more refined visual
interface.
This trend has been multiplied by
the Covid-19 related measures, and
today many clients focus on moving
customer relations online. Similarly,
the Covid-19 brought many other
challenges that IT could address,
ranging from teleconferences to
automatizing manufacturing processes. However, while Covid-19 opened the window of opportunity for
creating innovative solutions, it has
also shrunk the available personal
resources as companies must focus
primarily on day-to-day business
operations.

creative sectors is still missing. It is
mainly because the local ecosystem
still lacks the ultimate success story
and the critical mass of ecosystem
building people. The local creative
cluster also does not exist yet, but
CIKE largely substitutes its role, especially in facilitating collaboration
with existing and well-functioning IT
Valley cluster.
For the future, Košice should not
underestimate the potential that
creative industries offer, and re-thinking university education is a way
to ensure a continuing inflow of
high-skilled creative professionals.
Focus on the practically oriented innovative educational programs such
as the data-visualization will provide
the third vertex of the collaboration
triangle for the Košice digital and
creative economic transformation.

transforming shared service centers
into product development centers,
where innovation is a necessary
precondition for survival.
Juraj Girman
Vice President Telekom IT
at Deutsche Telekom IT
Solutions Slovakia and
Chairman of the Košice IT
Valley Board of Directors
The stakeholders we work with the
most are universities - the Technical
University of Košice and the Pavol
Jozef Šafárik University. In recent
years, cooperation has taken place
in education-related activities, but
recently, a dialogue has opened
about applied research collaboration. This trend can be expected in
many IT companies in the Košice
region because it is associated with

The transformation is inevitable
for most shared service centers,
mainly due to the new trends in the
automatization of IT processes and
the ongoing trend of moving lower
value-added business operations to
Asia. However, collaboration with
the university environment is not
the only type of partnership that is
beneficial in adapting IT companies
to the ongoing changes. IT companies in the region are an excellent
opportunity for cooperation with
other sectors and assist them in
digitization.

Our Department of Biomedical
Engineering and Measurement has
extensive experience in collaboration with external stakeholders. Over
the years, more than 350 patients
underwent surgery where implants
produced by the department have
been implanted and contributed to

Slovak subsidiaries with profiling
and positioning within the corporate
group structure. Private companies‘
interest in cooperation with the
city of Košice is growing for similar reasons, as the city represents
an ideal real-life environment for
testing know-how and application of
solutions.
In terms of future collaboration
perspective, Slovakia lacks vertical
know-how. To overcome the current predicaments, it is essential to
build cooperation between stakeholders while also fostering entrepreneurship as a critical leadership
element.

Working with the local industry can
help build product know-how and
prototype solutions. Such skills and
experience can furthermore help

their well-being. Department produced most implants using state-ofthe-art 3D printing technology.

Radovan Hudák
Head of the Department of
Biomedical Engineering and
Measurement at TUKE, Faculty
of Mechanical Engineerings
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Next to the cooperation with the healthcare ecosystem, the department
also regularly works with private
companies. The emerging Cassovia New Industry Cluster (CNIC) in
Slovakia’s Northern region is a promising initiative in terms of future
regional cooperation and facilitation
of private-public partnerships. The
CNIC goal will be to foster applied
and interdisciplinary research across
regional universities by providing
unified supporting services ranging
from marketing to IP.
The creative industry will be an
integral part of the CNIC in a broad
range of areas. It is important to

understand that design is primarily about the function of proposed
technological solutions rather than
fashion. Thus, the creative sector
brings additional value across the
whole product development process, ranging from brainstorming to
prototyping and designing functional
solutions. The R & D community
within the CNIC will be connected
with the Košice’s local IT community
through the new IT center Cassovia
Discovery Park.
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SELECTED STARTUPS
& STUDIOS IN

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN KOŠICE

CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS

Matsuko

Grindstone

Games Farm

founded: 2016

founded: 2015

founded: 2004

Matsuko develops telecommunication technology allowing virtual
teleportation of human holograms
into a different physical space.
The product creates 3D models of
real people and, at the same time,
transfers them in real space and in
real-time. What makes this product
innovative is the use of a standard
smartphone or a computer camera,
3D capture technology and mixed
reality headsets.

Grindstone builds on many years of
experience in game development
and this expertise is complemented by data-based decision-making
known primarily from the mobile
gaming segment. Grindstone was
founded in 2015 with the aim of
developing new opportunities for developers and creating commercially
and creatively viable products woth
parameters of competitive titles in
global markets.

Games Farm is one of the most
experienced game development
studios in Slovakia and CEE. It has
a long history and more than 20
premium titles across platforms.
Games Farm specializes mainly in
high-quality RPG titles and is currently working on the development
of a new title in collaboration with
the Norwegian giant FUNCOM.

East Works

Inlogic Software

BRUT.TO

founded: 2011

founded: 2005

founded: 2019

The East Works production team
consists of experienced developers
and artists deals with conceptual art, modeling, texturing and
programming for all game platforms
and a number of game genres, from
fantasy, sci-fi, sports and cartooning
to endless.

Inlogic Software is a development
studio focused on games for Android and HTML5 for mobile phones.
Applications are distributed through
a global network that spans more
than 150 countries on five continents. Inlogic cooperates with more
than 200 companies.

BRUT.TO is an innovative studio that
creates graphic design in collaboration with people with mental disabilities. The work of BRUT.TO is an intervention of creative activism, allowing
people with disabilities, in cooperation with professional graphic artists,
to fully use their creative potential
and become real creators.

APONI
founded: 2017
APONI is a startup implementing
interactive augmented reality (AR)
into the business domain. The
APONI VIEW software increases
quality, control, and productivity
in the business environment. The
system follows the principles of the
intelligent industry concept in terms
of production, machines‘ operation,
and individualization of projects.

→ CIKE AS THE ECOSYSTEM LEADER
AND KEY TO THE CITY’S FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
CIKE has proved to be a cornerstone of the development of cultural and creative industries in Košice with
enlightened leadership. The organization has managed
to create linkages with the world, fundraise, and become the cultivator of new ideas. The municipality has
now tasked CIKE to develop Košice’s official Plan of
Economic and Social Development. CIKE can become
a true ecosystem leader connecting stakeholders and
sectors across Košice’s economy and a brain trust for
new policy initiatives. For this to happen, the city needs
to increase CIKE’s budget and role in municipal policymaking.

→ PROVIDE SYSTEMATIC STARTUP
SUPPORT AND BUILD THE
CITY’S INNOVATION NARRATIVE
While Košice takes great pride in its strong IT base,
support for startups has been low. Initiatives such as
Starport, Technikom’s Startup Center, Eastcubator, or
the new Scaleup Academy help local entrepreneurs,
but more needs to be done to consolidate and unite the
startup ecosystem to provide greater and longer-term
impact. The municipality should provide systematic
support to entrepreneurs, open itself more to become a testbed of new solutions, and promote a vibrant
startup base’s importance as a strong narrative of its
leadership. The more the leadership associates Košice
with innovation and „the new economy,“ the more talent
and entrepreneurial activity it will be able to attract.

→ MOTIVATE CORPORATES TO WORK
WITH LOCAL INNOVATORS
Large companies are responsible for employing most
of the local workforce. It is in their best interest to have
a vibrant local tech scene – attracting talent from abroad, empowering universities, but also benefiting from
solutions developed by local startups. Partnerships with
universities should be viewed as a long-term investment
into education through, for example, joint PhD programs,
not simply a short-term source of new employees. The
maturity of a startup ecosystem tends to correlate with
the quality of corporate jobs large companies provide
locally. Startups themselves rarely employ a large share
of the workforce, but the more startups and entrepreneurs in a city, the more R & D centers and higher added
value jobs the region tend to attract.
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European Innovation Scoreboard (2020)
The Rise of Digital Challengers: How digitization can become the next growth engine for Central and Eastern Europe
(2018)
Boosting Tech Innovation Ecosystems in Cities published by the World Bank (2017)
From Starting to Scaling How to foster startup growth in Europe published by Nesta (2020)
European Digital City Index (2016)
Policy Brief on the Future of Work by OECD (2018)
N. Lee, A. Rodríguez-Pose: Creativity, cities and innovation
JM Olejarz: Liberal Arts in the Data Age, HBR, July-August 2017
European Commission, Country Health Profile (2017)
The Slovak Medical Chamber
Infostat – Institute of Informatics and Statistics
Payment Services Directive 2
World Bank Data
The Atlas of the Assessment of Vulnerability and Risks of Adverse Consequences of Climate Change
Urban Trilogy part 1: Equal city with Milota Sidorova
2019 OECD Economic Survey on Slovakia

Civitta

Contributors:
Jaroslav Leitmann – CIVITTA (editor)
Mary MacPherson – Slovak American Foundation
Peter Kolesár - CIVITTA
Martin Veselý – CIVITTA
Tomáš Penxa - CIVITTA
Kristína Korčeková - CIVITTA
Paulína Podskubová - CIVITTA
David Madaj - CIVITTA
Martina Antošová - JLF UK
Daren Wilson - Roche
Martin Balla – Ministry of Health
Jana Miniariková - Scienticore
Dr Ivica Kvietiková - Institute of Research and Development at the Ministry of Health, Slovakia
Marcel Klimo - Vacuumlabs
Juraj Králik - Slovak Fintech Association
Michal Satur – Tatra banka
Jana Hmirova - Payout
Milota Sidorová – Metropolitan Institute of Bratislava
Andrea Basilová - Sensoneo
Šymon Kliman – Nová Cvernovka
Radovan Hudák – TUKE
Michal Hladký – CIKE
Juraj Girman – Deutsche Telekom IT Solutions Slovakia
Jozef Vojtko – FPT Slovakia
Dominik Susa – SARIO
Vladimír Klimant – Jaguar Land Rover
Simona Blašková – InoBat
Peter Karpáty – MIRRI
Designers: moredesign.studio

www.civitta.com
CIVITTA Slovakia is one of the Central European leaders in providing consulting services covering the entire
innovation cycle. The team’s mission is to advise startups,
established companies, and research institutions to deliver world-class innovations. Since its founding in Bratislava in 2007, the Slovak team has been instrumental
in building the local and regional innovation ecosystem.
Its strategic advisory services cover areas like startup
support, R & D commercialization, corporate innovations, creative industries, as well as public policy and
institutional strategies. CIVTTA Slovakia runs two leading
startup accelerators in the region - Challenger focused on
startups in sustainability and HealthCare Lab focused on
digital healthcare. We are part of the CIVITTA group with
22 offices in 15 countries headquartered in Estonia.

EIT Digital
www.eitdigital.eu
EIT Digital is a leading European digital innovation and
entrepreneurial education organisation supporting the
creation of a strong digital Europe. EIT Digital is focused on building and scaling ventures, and on breeding
and up-skilling talents to equip them with both digital
and entrepreneurial skills. It does this by mobilising
a pan-European ecosystem of over 300 top European
corporations, SMEs, start-ups, universities, and research
institutes. As a Knowledge and Innovation Community
of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology,
EIT Digital is focused on entrepreneurship and is at the
forefront of integrating education, research and business
by bringing together students, researchers, engineers,
business developers and entrepreneurs. This is done in
our pan-European network of Co-Location Centres in
Berlin, Budapest, Eindhoven, Helsinki, London, Madrid,
Paris, Stockholm, and Trento. We also have a hub in
Silicon Valley.

This activity has received funding from the European Institute
of Innovation and Technology (EIT). This body of the European
Union receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme.
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